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Foreword

This report presents summaries of the findings and recommendations from a review of
supply chain and logistics management in the Australian Nursery and Garden
Industry. This review was undertaken as a first step to what is intended to be a major
initiative to improve overall industry performance. The proposed Action Plan for
implementing this initiative is also included in this Summary Report.
The complete Final Report contains the full analysis from the review, including
reference material and change management guidelines.
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Executive Summary

This report recommends urgent action by Nursery and Garden Industry (NGI)
participants to improve their understanding of the supply chains in which they
operate and of the marketplace they exist to serve. The urgency is driven by the
unprecedented rate of change in the marketplace for nursery products.
Change, combined with a rich diversity of products, provides
opportunities for differentiation and innovation.

abundant

However, there are too few

examples of Nursery and Garden enterprises grasping these opportunities. It appears
that most industry enterprises fail to understand the nature of the changes or the
need to adapt.
The industry changes are aggravated by the range of products, markets and
channels. The lack of a “whole of chain” culture compounds inefficiencies and leads
to widespread “blame storming”. This report outlines a more productive approach.
This would deliver improved business practices throughout the supply chain - from
production through to retail.
Some of these avenues have been explored in past reports and reviews. These
include industry-commissioned research in supply chain and business practices. The
industry also has inexpensive access to an exceptional body of international studies,
which are reviewed in this report. The NGI associations, at state and national level,
have had a strong focus on communication and training. However, the training
effort is not resulting in widespread change to practices.
This report suggests a logical pathway from findings and analysis through to
recommendations and an action plan, supported by a rigorous background of
evidence and analysis. However, there is also flexibility to alter course if necessary, as
the environment evolves, to provide a realistic action agenda.
Few of the findings and recommendations in this report are news to the industry.
However, the response to date has been inadequate. Major opportunities await if
both industry bodies and individual enterprises engage with the big issues highlighted
in this report. Sooner would be better than later!
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1.

Summary of Findings
The Roles and responsibilities of the National/State organisations need

definition.
During the course of the project several people suggested role ambiguity was an
issue and that state and national bodies “need to work more closely together”.
2.

Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data for the industry is inconsistent.

ABS indicates that the data exhibits high sampling variability and high relative
standard error. Until these issues are rectified, use of the data requires great caution
3.

Industry data collection and reporting mechanisms require review.

It is difficult to harmonise or relate ABS data to Market Monitor (MM) data. This is
unhelpful if the data is to be used as the basis for decision making.
4.

The Industry is growing, but slowly and unevenly.

According to the Australian Garden Market Monitor (MM) the industry has grown by
6 per cent from 2003 to 2008. However, this figure obscures massive differences
between channels:

5.

 the Amenity channel has increased by over 44 per cent;
 the Garden Maintenance channel has contracted by 20 per cent;
 the Retail Channel (includes Retail Nursery, Garden Centres, Discount
Department Stores, Garden Supplies, Hardware, Supermarkets, Mail order
and Wholesale direct) has contracted by 13 per cent.
There has been a significant change in distribution channels.

The Landscape and Hardware distribution channels have grown rapidly.
The biggest loser in absolute terms is the (Independent) Retail Nursery channel. It has
decreased by 36 per cent. In 2003 Retail Nursery was 10 per cent bigger than the
Hardware channel; by 2008 it was about 40 per cent smaller.
Almost all other channels have decreased in absolute terms; those that have
increased have done so off a very small base.
6.

Category market shares remain unchanged.

The market share of the each category (Greenlife, Allied, Café & Gifts, and Services)
is relatively unchanged since 2003.
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7.

The Retail channel is severely disrupted.

Bunnings has become the Greenlife “category killer” in retail and has similar
intentions for the Landscape Channel.

A major play to capture the “premium”

sector of the market is currently underway.
8.

Independent Retail Nurseries are under considerable competitive pressure.

In the absence of notable retail innovation, small retail nurseries will be forced to
consider re-positioning their business to meet these challenges. This parallels the
pattern of other retail sectors such as independent bakers, where decline was only
reversed by the efficiencies introduced by franchising.
9.

The wholesale sector is primarily a cottage industry

Data indicates that 90 per cent of producers employ less than twenty people and
that 80 per cent may have revenues of less than $500,000 per year. This indicates
that most are unable to achieve economies of scale.
10.

Business Practices in the wholesale sector are primitive.

Smaller wholesale nurseries do not have adequate Terms and Conditions of trade.
This is a critical issue, creating serious business risk, personal stress and undermining
commercial relationships. Clearer Terms of Trade could provide an important
opportunity to build understanding of the needs of supply chain partners.
Enterprises tend to focus on “visible” costs (such as transport), while lacking a keen
understanding of activity costs. In addition, many appear to be severely
undercapitalised
11.

Product Innovation is rudimentary and uncommon.

Product innovation is generally limited to new plant varieties. These are little more
than “variations on a theme” (with some notable exceptions). Beyond breeding,
new product development and marketing innovation by producers is virtually nonexistent (unless different pot shapes and colours are included!). This runs contrary to
most businesses that produce Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG).
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12.

Physical Distribution Channels are archaic.

Distribution channels are predominantly characterised by excessive physical
handling and an almost complete absence of automation (physically and
administratively). This is true from production, through transport and on into retail.
There are occasional notable exceptions in larger wholesale or highly specialised
production nurseries, transport companies and retailers.
The average pot plant is handled at least fourteen times, before it is selected by a
consumer.
13.

Where Materials Handling Automation exists it is relatively efficient.

Large specialised production nurseries aim to automate from end to end.

From

seed-sowing through to despatch of seedling stock, no individual handling occurs. In
some cases, even planting is automated.
14.

Materials Handling equipment is inappropriate for the task.

The design and layout of most production, wholesale and retail nurseries fails to take
full advantage of the materials handling equipment favoured by the industry.
15.

The Nursery Trolley is inadequate as a “whole of chain” solution.

The nursery trolley is efficient and apparently well-designed, for loading and
unloading trucks. It is inappropriate and potentially unsafe over unsealed and
uneven surfaces. Most nurseries, wholesale and retail, do not have sealed, smooth
pathways.
16.

There is no industry standard for equipment.

During the course of the project the consultants photographed a vast array of
different

materials

handling

equipment,

including

trolleys,

cages,

stillages,

specialised pallets, regular pallets.
This lack of standardisation adds cost, while hindering supply chain efficiency.
17.

The Stillage system is effective for large volumes

The stillage system used by Bunnings in Victoria reduces handling considerably.
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18.

Cages and pallets are not inefficient at low volumes.

Similar to the nursery trolley, these devices are efficient and apparently welldesigned, for loading and unloading trucks. They are not necessarily effective or
efficient over unsealed and uneven surfaces and also rely on relatively large order
quantities to realise their full potential.
19.

The variety of pots and trays is unwarranted.

The multiplicity of sizes, shapes and colours of pots and trays has created significant
problems for the industry. It has prevented standardisation and efficiency in the
supply chain and can complicate recycling – creating a major environmental issue.
20.

Transport is not understood.

Smaller wholesalers and retailers have little understanding or appreciation of the cost
drivers, or value drivers, of the transport services they receive. This leads to
considerable inefficiencies and increased costs throughout the chain.
21.

Fuel costs are not the problem.

Oil producers and refiners control the cost of fuel. All industries have to find ways to
accommodate this fact. Transport users (senders and receivers) have a better
chance of reducing or removing costs if they understand each others needs and the
needs of the transport providers.
22.

Few transport companies are sophisticated.

The majority of transport providers to the sector have a very good understanding of
their cost base, including the costs imposed by increasing regulation. However, they
tend to over-service the industry; are poor at communicating; and increasingly
regulated. They also carry a significant capital commitment in ancillary equipment
(such as trolleys) which may ration capital for core transport assets.
23.

Much of the research is being ignored.

The industry has access to a wealth of supply chain, materials handling, transport
and logistics research – much of it commissioned by the industry - virtually all ignored.
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1.

Summary of Recommendations
Optimise the role of NGI in overall industry performance.

Supply chain analysis covers the entire range of industry activities. Therefore it is
essential that any strategies adopted by NGI as a result of the analysis are consistent
with the overall strategic goals of the industry (or vice versa).
A consolidated NGIA approach to provision of services at regional level should be
developed, per the Strategic Plan Objective “To have a strong unified industry with
one voice and identity”.
The concept of NGI-managed distribution centres (DCs) should only be investigated
after the underlying causes of supply chain inefficiencies have been addressed.
The substantial compliance risks faced by Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in
terms of Environment, OHS, IR, Biosecurity, and Transport should be addressed by a
thorough, ongoing and reliable service from NGI.
2.

Review availability and use of marketplace data by the industry.

The acknowledged deficiencies with ABS data call for better alignment of data
collection and reporting mechanisms, including relating the Market Monitor (MM)
data to individual enterprises.
There is significant scope to better interpret the implications of MM data for individual
enterprises. This can be linked to business planning and training to identify
appropriate responses to marketplace developments
3.

Develop and implement industry training on supply chain and marketing

fundamentals.
Existing NGI Training and business development programs, including NIASA, should
be extended and implemented through a coordinated campaign. This training
should develop competency at all points in the chain from the marketplace back
through to production efficiency. It would also include business management,
product development and other aspects of innovation.
Most industry players have little appreciation of the role of materials handling
equipment, information technology (IT) and automation in driving efficiency. They
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also have little idea of the “hidden” costs within their business operations. A program
of activity-based costing (ABC) and benchmarking will identify real costs and
efficiency opportunities along the chain – thus providing data for industry plus
training for participants.
A general framework for sound Terms of Trade is required. This would ensure agreed
performance standards by all parties to the agreement and provide a professional
basis for business relationships and supply chain management.
4.

Develop and implement an industry materials handling standardisation plan.

The materials handling equipment used by the industry is driving considerable
inefficiency in the supply chain – this is the exact opposite of its intended function.
Development of a standardisation plan must be firmly focused on the requirements
of all industry players – starting at the retail display and working back through the
system to production. Emphasis must be on the reduction (preferably elimination) of
manual handling.
5.

Stop ignoring the research

There are a number of aspects, including:
 The industry must act on the outcomes of the significant body of NGIfunded research in supply chain, logistics and operations, (including the
present study). This should be complemented and updated through a
detailed review of international best practice plant handling technology
used in plant production.
 Software systems for production enterprises integrating production, sales,
profitability, tracking and traceability should be reviewed. This should also
assess cost benefit and risk management aspects (such as biosecurity). In
addition, retail nursery sales information and inventory management
software systems should be reviewed to inform the ordering process. This
should incorporate the important advances in transport technology,
including order tracking, load monitoring and driver safety. This
information will inform opportunities for major efficiencies through ecommerce.
 The industry should be proactive in driving a fresh research agenda. This
should include a Nursery Automation Program to address OHS and
efficiency issues.
 In addition, a consumer-focussed innovation program should be
established. This should monitor and analyse domestic and overseas
marketplace developments in order to foster a broader understanding of
innovation.
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The

Action Plan
consultants

have

assessed

the

urgency

and

importance

of

each

recommendation (refer Final Report for detail) and used this to develop the Action
Plan. This provides an orderly but adaptable framework for managing the necessary
change process in the industry.
Steps 1 and 2 are essential preparatory stages for Step 3 – the delivery and
evaluation stage. Steps 1 and 2 should be undertaken in parallel. NGI should now
review the proposed Actions and Goals (Columns 1 and 2) and amend if required.
During this process, NGI should identify and balance timelines, resource allocation
and points of responsibility (Column 3).
Action (in priority order)

Goal(s)

Time/ responsibility/
resources

Step 1. Strengthen NGIA’s in house capacity to implement action plan and deliver
programs
Review

NGIA

Strategic Revise if necessary to align with

Plan

this report (NY08006)

NGIA to review its own To
“supply

chain”

optimize

channels

for industry-wide

information and programs

identifying
strengths

for

program
and

and

an
by

addressing

weaknesses

in

communications
Design

a

change 1. To provide basis for efficient,

management program to integrated approach to industry
address

priority

within NGIA.

areas delivery
2. To act as a training program
for staff and industry leaders to
understand

change

management issues
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3. Relevant staff can develop the
skills needed for industry delivery
Convene an industry

Capture a range of skills and

reference group for

perspectives, in order to:

supply chain
management. To operate
under clear terms of
reference and delegation
of authority.

1.
Assess whether “Formula
for Change1” exceeds “Industry
Resistance” to justify Program
Delivery. *. DECISION POINT
Identify other strategies for
supply chain improvement such
as R&D and market information.

Step 2. Gaps in knowledge addressed and options for program specifics are determined
Action (in priority order)

Goal(s)

Time/ responsibility/
resources

Develop

framework

for Consultation

process

builds

sound Terms of Trade, to understanding between industry
be available for Step 3 participants. Builds concept of
Program Delivery.

value-add as basis of business
relationships.
professional

Encourages
standards

of

behaviour, sets standards.
Determine full range of

Avoid

supply chain training

generic programs are available,

resources available,

but

including funding, to be

applicability to this industry.

available for Step 3
Program Delivery.

reinvention

need

–

many

assessing

for

Much information specific to
nursery industry is available, but is
not packaged as training.
Some training may be provided

1

Refer Appendix G.
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by NGIA personnel.
Options may extend to study
tours, pilot testing of new systems
and equipment, etc.
Undertake

a

pilot To fill key knowledge gaps and

program of Activity Based inform decisions on prioritizing
Costing (ABC) in some R&D and technology transfer
broadly

representative issues

nurseries.

in

supply

chain

management

Confirm the level of use of Important to:
business

management

systems and software by
the industry as well as
NIASA

and

programs

1.

Integrate supply chain

management skills into existing
management systems

emerging
such

as

2.

Use business

management systems to

EcoHort.

measure and improve supply
chain management
Convene

a

logistics Address

standardisation
group

with

recommendations

working capture
links

efficiencies

to

within

to trolley/cage systems, pot & tray

commercial trolley owners configurations in the context of
and pot suppliers

the whole chain. This includes
issues

such

surfacing

as
of

layout

and

production,

despatch/receival and retail
Step 3. Program delivery and evaluation
Action (in priority order)

Goal(s)

Time/ responsibility/
resources
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Develop communication,

1.

training and follow-up

effective roll-out of a change

plan to address AKBAR

management program at

framework:

industry level.

1.

2.

Awareness – of why

the change is needed
2.

To ensure efficient and

To establish a baseline, in

order to measure progress.

Desire – to support/

participate in the change
3. Knowledge – of how to
change
4. Ability – to implement
new skills and behaviours
5.

Reinforcement – to

sustain the change
Plan the promotion of the

Address the 80:20 rule, ensuring

program, in terms of the

that all levy payers have

various audiences, the

equitable access to supply chain

optimum channels of

improvement program, but focus

communication, and the

resources on progressive

messages

participants. Set realistic targets
for participation by each
audience.

Roll out first stage of

“ABC”- industry Awareness of

communications/training.

program, Belief that it is relevant
and Commitment to take part

Review progress and

Evaluation needed to assess

feedback from program

efficiency and effectiveness =

delivery

value for money
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Executive Summary

This report recommends urgent action by Nursery and Garden Industry (NGI)
participants to improve their understanding of the supply chains in which they
operate and of the marketplace they exist to serve. The urgency is driven by the
unprecedented rate of change in the marketplace for nursery products.
Change, combined with a rich diversity of products, provides
opportunities for differentiation and innovation.

abundant

However, there are too few

examples of Nursery and Garden enterprises grasping these opportunities. It appears
that most industry enterprises fail to understand the nature of the changes or the
need to adapt.
The industry changes are aggravated by the range of products, markets and
channels. The lack of a “whole of chain” culture compounds inefficiencies and leads
to widespread “blame storming”. This report outlines a more productive approach.
This would deliver improved business practices throughout the supply chain - from
production through to retail.
Some of these avenues have been explored in past reports and reviews. These
include industry-commissioned research in supply chain and business practices. The
industry also has inexpensive access to an exceptional body of international studies,
which are reviewed in this report. The NGI associations, at state and national level,
have had a strong focus on communication and training. However, the training
effort is not resulting in widespread change to practices.
This report suggests a logical pathway from findings and analysis through to
recommendations and an action plan, supported by a rigorous background of
evidence and analysis. However, there is also flexibility to alter course if necessary, as
the environment evolves, to provide a realistic action agenda.
Few of the findings and recommendations in this report are news to the industry.
However, the response to date has been inadequate. Major opportunities await if
both industry bodies and individual enterprises engage with the big issues highlighted
in this report. Sooner would be better than later!
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1.

Summary of Findings
The Roles and responsibilities of the National/State organisations need

definition.
During the course of the project several people suggested role ambiguity was an
issue and that state and national bodies “need to work more closely together”.
2.

Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data for the industry is inconsistent.

ABS indicates that the data exhibits high sampling variability and high relative
standard error. Until these issues are rectified, use of the data requires great caution
3.

Industry data collection and reporting mechanisms require review.

It is difficult to harmonise or relate ABS data to Market Monitor (MM) data. This is
unhelpful if the data is to be used as the basis for decision making.
4.

The Industry is growing, but slowly and unevenly.

According to the Australian Garden Market Monitor (MM) the industry has grown by
6 per cent from 2003 to 2008. However, this figure obscures massive differences
between channels:

5.

 the Amenity channel has increased by over 44 per cent;
 the Garden Maintenance channel has contracted by 20 per cent;
 the Retail Channel (includes Retail Nursery, Garden Centres, Discount
Department Stores, Garden Supplies, Hardware, Supermarkets, Mail order
and Wholesale direct) has contracted by 13 per cent.
There has been a significant change in distribution channels.

The Landscape and Hardware distribution channels have grown rapidly.
The biggest loser in absolute terms is the (Independent) Retail Nursery channel. It has
decreased by 36 per cent. In 2003 Retail Nursery was 10 per cent bigger than the
Hardware channel; by 2008 it was about 40 per cent smaller.
Almost all other channels have decreased in absolute terms; those that have
increased have done so off a very small base.
6.

Category market shares remain unchanged.

The market share of the each category (Greenlife, Allied, Café & Gifts, and Services)
is relatively unchanged since 2003.
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7.

The Retail channel is severely disrupted.

Bunnings has become the Greenlife “category killer” in retail and has similar
intentions for the Landscape Channel.

A major play to capture the “premium”

sector of the market is currently underway.
8.

Independent Retail Nurseries are under considerable competitive pressure.

In the absence of notable retail innovation, small retail nurseries will be forced to
consider re-positioning their business to meet these challenges. This parallels the
pattern of other retail sectors such as independent bakers, where decline was only
reversed by the efficiencies introduced by franchising.
9.

The wholesale sector is primarily a cottage industry

Data indicates that 90 per cent of producers employ less than twenty people and
that 80 per cent may have revenues of less than $500,000 per year. This indicates
that few are able to achieve economies of scale.
10.

Business Practices in the wholesale sector are primitive.

Smaller wholesale nurseries do not have adequate Terms and Conditions of trade.
This is a critical issue, creating serious business risk, personal stress and undermining
commercial relationships. Clearer Terms of Trade could provide an important
opportunity to build understanding of the needs of supply chain partners.
Enterprises tend to focus on “visible” costs (such as transport), while lacking a keen
understanding of activity costs. In addition, many appear to be severely
undercapitalised
11.

Product Innovation is rudimentary and uncommon.

Product innovation is generally limited to new plant varieties. These are little more
than “variations on a theme” (with some notable exceptions). Beyond breeding,
new product development and marketing innovation by producers is virtually nonexistent (unless different pot shapes and colours are included!). This runs contrary to
most businesses that produce Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG).
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12.

Physical Distribution Channels are archaic.

Distribution channels are predominantly characterised by excessive physical
handling and an almost complete absence of automation (physically and
administratively). This is true from production, through transport and on into retail.
There are occasional notable exceptions in larger wholesale or highly specialised
production nurseries, transport companies and retailers.
The average pot plant is handled at least fourteen times, before it is selected by a
consumer.
13.

Where Materials Handling Automation exists it is relatively efficient.

Major specialised production nurseries aim to automate from end to end.

From

seed-sowing through to despatch of seedling stock, no individual handling occurs. In
some cases, even planting is automated.
14.

Materials Handling equipment is inappropriate for the task.

The design and layout of most production, wholesale and retail nurseries fails to take
full advantage of the materials handling equipment favoured by the industry.
15.

The Nursery Trolley is inadequate as a “whole of chain” solution.

The nursery trolley is efficient and apparently well-designed, for loading and
unloading trucks. It is inappropriate and potentially unsafe over unsealed and
uneven surfaces. Few nurseries, wholesale or retail, have sealed, smooth pathways.
16.

There is no industry standard for equipment.

During the course of the project the consultants photographed a vast array of
different

materials

handling

equipment,

including

trolleys,

cages,

stillages,

specialised pallets, regular pallets.
This lack of standardisation adds cost, while hindering supply chain efficiency.
17.

The Stillage system is effective for large volumes

The stillage system used by Bunnings in Victoria reduces handling considerably.
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18.

Cages and pallets are not inefficient at low volumes.

Similar to the nursery trolley, these devices are efficient and apparently welldesigned, for loading and unloading trucks. They are not necessarily effective or
efficient over unsealed and uneven surfaces and also rely on relatively large order
quantities to realise their full potential.
19.

The variety of pots and trays is unwarranted.

The multiplicity of sizes, shapes and colours of pots and trays has created significant
problems for the industry. It has prevented standardisation and efficiency in the
supply chain and can complicate recycling – creating a major environmental issue.
20.

Transport is not understood.

Smaller wholesalers and retailers have little understanding or appreciation of the cost
drivers, or value drivers, of the transport services they receive. This leads to
considerable inefficiencies and increased costs throughout the chain.
21.

Fuel costs are not the problem.

Oil producers and refiners control the cost of fuel. All industries have to find ways to
accommodate this fact. Transport users (senders and receivers) have a better
chance of reducing or removing costs if they understand each others needs and the
needs of the transport providers.
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22.

Few transport companies are sophisticated.

The majority of transport providers to the sector have a very good understanding of
their cost base, including the costs imposed by increasing regulation. However, they
tend to over-service the industry; are poor at communicating; and increasingly
regulated. They also carry a significant capital commitment in ancillary equipment
(such as trolleys) which may ration capital for core transport assets.
23.

Much of the research is being ignored.

The industry has access to a wealth of supply chain, materials handling, transport
and logistics research – much of it commissioned by the industry - virtually all ignored.
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3
1.

Summary of Recommendations
Optimise the role of NGI in overall industry performance.

Supply chain analysis covers the entire range of industry activities. Therefore it is
essential that any strategies adopted by NGI as a result of the analysis are consistent
with the overall strategic goals of the industry (or vice versa).
A consolidated NGIA approach to provision of services at regional level should be
developed, per the Strategic Plan Objective “To have a strong unified industry with
one voice and identity”.
The concept of NGI-managed distribution centres (DCs) should only be investigated
after the underlying causes of supply chain inefficiencies have been addressed.
The substantial compliance risks faced by Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in
terms of Environment, OHS, IR, Biosecurity, and Transport should be addressed by a
thorough, ongoing and reliable service from NGI.
2.

Review availability and use of marketplace data by the industry.

The acknowledged deficiencies with ABS data call for better alignment of data
collection and reporting mechanisms, including relating the Market Monitor (MM)
data to individual enterprises.
There is significant scope to better interpret the implications of MM data for individual
enterprises. This can be linked to business planning and training to identify
appropriate responses to marketplace developments
3.

Develop and implement industry training on supply chain and marketing

fundamentals.
Existing NGI Training and business development programs, including NIASA, should
be extended and implemented through a coordinated campaign. This training
should develop competency at all points in the chain from the marketplace back
through to production efficiency. It would also include business management,
product development and other aspects of innovation.
Most industry players have little appreciation of the role of materials handling
equipment, information technology (IT) and automation in driving efficiency. They
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also have little idea of the “hidden” costs within their business operations. A program
of activity-based costing (ABC) and benchmarking will identify real costs and
efficiency opportunities along the chain – thus providing data for industry plus
training for participants.
A general framework for sound Terms of Trade is required. This would ensure agreed
performance standards by all parties to the agreement and provide a professional
basis for business relationships and supply chain management.
4.

Develop and implement an industry materials handling standardisation plan.

The materials handling equipment used by the industry is driving considerable
inefficiency in the supply chain – this is the exact opposite of its intended function.
Development of a standardisation plan must be firmly focused on the requirements
of all industry players – starting at the retail display and working back through the
system to production. Emphasis must be on the reduction (preferably elimination) of
manual handling.
5.

Stop ignoring the research

There are a number of aspects, including:
 The industry must act on the outcomes of the significant body of NGIfunded research in supply chain, logistics and operations, (including the
present study). This should be complemented and updated through a
detailed review of international best practice plant handling technology
used in plant production.
 Software systems for production enterprises integrating production, sales,
profitability, tracking and traceability should be reviewed. This should also
assess cost benefit and risk management aspects (such as biosecurity). In
addition, retail nursery sales information and inventory management
software systems should be reviewed to inform the ordering process. This
should incorporate the important advances in transport technology,
including order tracking, load monitoring and driver safety. This
information will inform opportunities for major efficiencies through ecommerce.
 The industry should be proactive in driving a fresh research agenda. This
should include a Nursery Automation Program to address OHS and
efficiency issues.
 In addition, a consumer-focussed innovation program should be
established. This should monitor and analyse domestic and overseas
marketplace developments in order to foster a broader understanding of
innovation.
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4
The

Action Plan
consultants

have

assessed

the

urgency

and

importance

of

each

recommendation (refer full recommendations, Section 8) and used this to develop
the Action Plan. This provides an orderly but adaptable framework for managing the
necessary change process in the industry.
Steps 1 and 2 are essential preparatory stages for Step 3 – the delivery and
evaluation stage. Steps 1 and 2 should be undertaken in parallel. NGI should now
review the proposed Actions and Goals (Columns 1 and 2) and amend if required.
During this process, NGI should identify and balance timelines, resource allocation
and points of responsibility (Column 3).
Action (in priority order)

Goal(s)

Time/ responsibility/
resources

Step 1. Strengthen NGIA’s in house capacity to implement action plan and deliver
programs
Review

NGIA

Strategic Revise if necessary to align with

Plan

this report (NY08006)

NGIA to review its own To
“supply

chain”

optimize

channels

for industry-wide

information and programs

identifying
strengths

for

program
and

and

an
by

addressing

weaknesses

in

communications
Design

a

change 1. To provide basis for efficient,

management program to integrated approach to industry
address

priority

within NGIA.

areas delivery
2. To act as a training program
for staff and industry leaders to
understand

change

management issues
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3. Relevant staff can develop the
skills needed for industry delivery
Convene an industry

Capture a range of skills and

reference group for

perspectives, in order to:

supply chain
management. To operate
under clear terms of
reference and delegation
of authority.

1.
Assess whether “Formula
for Change1” exceeds “Industry
Resistance” to justify Program
Delivery. *. DECISION POINT
Identify other strategies for
supply chain improvement such
as R&D and market information.

Step 2. Gaps in knowledge addressed and options for program specifics are determined
Action (in priority order)

Goal(s)

Time/ responsibility/
resources

Develop

framework

for Consultation

process

builds

sound Terms of Trade, to understanding between industry
be available for Step 3 participants. Builds concept of
Program Delivery.

value-add as basis of business
relationships.
professional

Encourages
standards

of

behaviour, sets standards.
Determine full range of

Avoid

supply chain training

generic programs are available,

resources available,

but

including funding, to be

applicability to this industry.

available for Step 3
Program Delivery.

reinvention

need

–

many

assessing

for

Much information specific to
nursery industry is available, but is
not packaged as training.
Some training may be provided

1

Refer Appendix G.
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by NGIA personnel.
Options may extend to study
tours, pilot testing of new systems
and equipment, etc.
Undertake

a

pilot To fill key knowledge gaps and

program of Activity Based inform decisions on prioritizing
Costing (ABC) in some R&D and technology transfer
broadly

representative issues

nurseries.

in

supply

chain

management

Confirm the level of use of Important to:
business

management

systems and software by
the industry as well as
NIASA

and

programs

1.

Integrate supply chain

management skills into existing
management systems

emerging
such

as

2.

Use business

management systems to

EcoHort.

measure and improve supply
chain management
Convene

a

logistics Address

standardisation
group

with

recommendations

working capture
links

efficiencies

to

within

to trolley/cage systems, pot & tray

commercial trolley owners configurations in the context of
and pot suppliers

the whole chain. This includes
issues

such

surfacing

as
of

layout

and

production,

despatch/receival and retail
Step 3. Program delivery and evaluation
Action (in priority order)

Goal(s)

Time/ responsibility/
resources
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Develop communication,

1.

training and follow-up

effective roll-out of a change

plan to address AKBAR

management program at

framework:

industry level.

1.

2.

Awareness – of why

the change is needed
2.

To ensure efficient and

To establish a baseline, in

order to measure progress.

Desire – to support/

participate in the change
3. Knowledge – of how to
change
4. Ability – to implement
new skills and behaviours
5.

Reinforcement – to

sustain the change
Plan the promotion of the

Address the 80:20 rule, ensuring

program, in terms of the

that all levy payers have

various audiences, the

equitable access to supply chain

optimum channels of

improvement program, but focus

communication, and the

resources on progressive

messages

participants. Set realistic targets
for participation by each
audience.

Roll out first stage of

“ABC”- industry Awareness of

communications/training.

program, Belief that it is relevant
and Commitment to take part

Review progress and

Evaluation needed to assess

feedback from program

efficiency and effectiveness =

delivery

value for money
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Background

A new nursery and garden industry strategic plan was adopted by the national and
state associations in December 2005 as the blueprint for the objectives and strategies
of the industry for the next three years.2
Industry leaders have identified supply chain and logistics issues as major factors
affecting industry profitability and efficiency. Past efforts to address these issues have
provided useful information, but have had limited impact on industry practices. This
project has been initiated in order to address these issues.
A consultancy brief was developed to undertake an analysis of supply chains within
the Greenlife sector.

It was expected that the analyses would deliver “a

comprehensive understanding of the structure and mechanics” of the Australian
market for Greenlife.
The approach approved by HAL/NGIA3 was to develop the following outputs:
 A review of the current situation and identification of barriers to adoption
of improved practices;
 Establishment of a strategic direction and action plan through interaction
with key industry members and lastly,
 Reporting and presentation of findings to NGIA.

5.1

Methodology

The methodology for this project was comprehensive; it is described in detail in the
original proposal, an outline is included at Figure 1.

http://www.ngia.com.au/your_industry/your_industry_ngia.asp#step4
Improvements in Supply Chain Efficiencies and Logistics for the Nursery & Garden Industry, NY08006 Stage 1, Industry Situation Analysis, Horticulture Supply
Chain Services, July 2008.

2
3
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Figure 1: Outline Methodology
Initial meeting to confirm:
Confirm
Commission

Objectives
Methodology
Individual tasks
Timing
Data Sources

Desktop Analysis

Establish current
Marketing channels
Distribution channels

Estimate costs and value
added by chain
participants

Document

Prepare Draft Report

Consultation

Information
inputs from
NGIA

Key Stakeholder Interviews

Information
inputs from
external
sources

Agree with NGIA

Agree with NGIA

Document

Final Report
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6

Findings

6.1

Industry Structure

Review of the structure and functions of the industry associations was beyond the
project brief. However, the consultants have attempted to understand the way in
which industry affairs are managed. This is important in order to reveal any inherent
barriers and drivers for adoption within the industry structure. This may have a major
bearing on how to implement the recommendations from this report efficiently and
effectively.
In fact, the industry structure itself can be viewed as a supply chain, not for goods,
but for information. The recommendations capture the scope for complementary
activity to enhance this “internal” supply chain, while also addressing the supply
chain performance of individual enterprises.
The NGIA is a national organisation, based in Epping, NSW. Its key members are the
state organisations. The state and national bodies are referred to collectively as NGI.
These state bodies derive income from membership subscriptions and any member
of a state association is automatically a member of the national association.
Members may be wholesale or retail nursery managers or representatives from
“allied trades” (mainly suppliers of inputs such as pots and fertilisers, or services such
as transport). It is not known what percentage of nursery businesses are financial
members of their state association. However, the reports cited below suggest that
many are not; this is consistent with many statements made to the consultants,
during the course of the project.
The national body is governed by a Board of Directors, chaired by the National
President, appointed on the basis of representing the state bodies. The national body
derives fee income from state associations. Fees are also received from Horticulture
Australia Limited (HAL) for consultation and project management undertaken on
behalf of the industry.
Governance at the state level is undertaken by state association boards chaired by
the State President. The focus appears to be on regional or state issues, including
promotion, as well as agripolitical activity.
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These latter covers topics related to planning, water, environment or others under
state jurisdiction. (The consultants were unable to locate any state association
strategic plans on their websites.) The larger state associations support separate
websites, journals, newsletters and conferences, which are generally funded from
HAL projects.
On some issues, the executive officers of the state organisations may collaborate
with the national NGIA executive (e.g. current changes to employment legislation
and its impact on Greenlife businesses)
Personnel costs in the national and state bodies are covered, in part, by these
sources of income. Some personnel are funded through the budgets of various HAL
projects. This involves joint HAL/industry funding with the industry funds derived from
the pot levy or some other source(s) of “voluntary contribution” funds. Typically, the
state-based, project-funded personnel are engaged in extension and training
activities as Industry Development Officers (IDOs) or Business Development Officers.
Some of these state-based people may also be allocated national responsibility for
particular topics (eg EcoHort, NIASA, etc)
The industry supported a project4 in 1999-2000 that constituted a broad-ranging
review of the industry situation, challenges and prospects. It was designed to provide
guidance for the planning of industry programs over the following five years. Many of
the issues raised appear quite similar to contemporary issues, for example, comments
about growers competing on price (not value) remain common.
This report has no detailed recommendations regarding the industry structure.
However, the statements captured from interviews and workshops indicate some
ambiguity between the roles of the state and national organisations. The need to
“work more closely together” being a regularly cited example.
A further study5 was undertaken in 2005, focussed more closely on industry structures.
This developed the following themes:

Cook,T. (2001) NY99037 Development of the Australian Nursery Industry into the 21st century.
Dobbin (2007) NY04010 Fostering and enhancing the best national and state management and Development Officer structures for the Nursery and
Garden Industry. Horticulture Australia Limited.
4
5
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 “A perceived lack of industry leadership and need for a long-term vision
which identifies the next generation of plant purchasers and garden
lovers and develops the products and services they need;
 Generational change within industry businesses, succession planning
within businesses and the industry, and the need to attract the next
generation of industry members;
 Rationalisation of the industry - the management of social and economic
impacts on the industry and its ‘share of wallet’”.

This same study (p35) also highlights a range of issues regarding the roles and
activities of the state/national offices and sets out detailed recommendations for
addressing

these.

The

consultants

are

not

aware

to

what

extent

these

recommendations were adopted.
The NGIA Strategic Plan 2006-08 is available as a leaflet and explained in a Nursery
Paper available on the website6. This contains the following objective:
“To have a strong unified industry with one voice and identity”
Other key planning documents are the communication plan, reviewed in 20037, and
the National Training Plan8. Other documents9,10 were also prepared in the lead-up
to the current project for the improvement of supply chain management and
logistics in the industry. These resulted from initial consultation by the NGI.
Finally, it may be worthwhile for industry to consider the planning approaches taken
by overseas nursery industries, such as in the UK11. Producers there face massive
competition from highly efficient producers in Holland and elsewhere in Europe, plus
the move by Tesco, one of the world’s major grocery chains, to establish itself as a
garden centre operator12. These are part of the “normal” ever-changing issues in a
competitive, free market environment.
The response, for commercial enterprises as well as for industry organisations such as
NGI, must be to continually re-develop a unique role that transparently adds value to
their supply chain partners and, ultimately, to the consumers of their products or
services.

http://www.ngia.com.au/docs/NGI_strategic_plan.pdf
LaBash-Lewis (2003) NY02007 Reviewing the nursery and garden industry communication plan. Horticulture Australia Limited
NGIA (2006) Training Plan 2006 and Beyond, NGIA
9 NGIA (2007) Notes from 2007 Logistics Meetings, NGIA
10 NSW NGIA (2008) Summary of a Logistics Survey, NSW NGIA
11 HTA (2008) Strategy of UK producers of ornamental crops. Horticultural Trades Association
12 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/tesco-seals-deal-to-buy-hunters-stake-in-dobbies-garden-centres-832205.html
6
7
8
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6.2

The Nursery Sector

It should be noted that detailed examination of the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) primary data source recommends caution, as some of the data are subject to
high sampling variability.
Data on the Australian Greenlife sector are not as abundant or as well analysed as
many other sectors of the Australian economy.
The ABS has been producing data for many years, publishing Year Book Australia for
over one hundred years. Since that time, data has been collected on a number of
industry sectors on a consistent basis. Ongoing data collection on the Greenlife
sector is a relatively recent phenomenon. “Nursery production” has been included
in tables outlining the Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced over recent
years. Table 1 outlines the Gross Values of nursery production at wholesale prices
from year ending June 2002 to June 07 (year ending June 2008 was not available at
time of writing).
Table 1: Gross Value of Nursery production (Current Prices) 13&14

Year
Jun-02
Jun-03
Jun-04
Jun-05
Jun-06
Jun-07

$m
$ 772.60
$ 787.80
$ 800.80
$ 768.20
$ 1,418.00
$ 1,464.70

Simply put, in the seven year period, the wholesale value of the industry has
increased by approximately 90 per cent. Much of this may attributed to changes in
the ABS data collection methodology in 2005/0615, with real growth being 3-4% pa.
“This reflected an increase in production and an improved valuation of undercover
production for nurseries and cut flowers” to explain the overwhelming majority of the
growth (84 per cent)16 in the year ending June 2006. It should be noted that the
growth rates between successive years, with the exception of year ended June 06,
have averaged from -4.07% to 3.3%.

Source: 7503.0 - Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced, Australia, 2006-07 http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7503.02006-07
Source: 7503.0 - Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced, Australia, 2001-02 http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7503.02001-02
15 ibid.
16 Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2005-06, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02005-06, p4.
13
14
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The industry has experienced rapid change on many levels. Table 2 indicates some
of the structural changes that have taken place on the production side.
The number of businesses “undertaking agricultural activity” has dropped from 2,495
in June 2000 to 1,119 in June 2007 – a 55 per cent decrease.
Table 2: Businesses Undertaking Agricultural Activity17
Year
Jun-00
Jun-01
Jun-02
Jun-03
Jun-04
Jun-05
Jun-06
Jun-07

NSW
974
878
858
773
629
674
406
320

Vic.
395
425
340
309
287
337
297
322

Qld
754
680
625
530
446
535
300
218

SA
131
148
130
123
99
117
110
110

WA
163
197
189
168
135
162
108
87

Tas.
56
58
52
45
31
38
43
51

NT

ACT
16
18
21
21
17
18
7
8

6
7
5
5
4
5
3
3

Tot
2,495
2,411
2,220
1,974
1,648
1,886
1,274
1,119

From June 2006 onwards, the ABS have reported Nursery production in two
categories, “undercover” and “outdoors”. For the sake of consistency with prior
reports, this table aggregates these two classes for 2006 and 2007.
The most dramatic reductions over this period appear in Queensland (71 per cent)
and NSW (67 per cent) and Western Australia (47 per cent).
ABS has also being reporting the Estimated Value of production. The ABS data uses
ten classification “buckets”, Table 3 summarises this data and has rolled the three
smallest “buckets” into the “less than $100,000” category, and the next three smallest
buckets into the “greater than $100,000 to less than $350,000” category.
Since June 2000 the three lower “buckets” in Table 3 have seen a significant drop in
the number of businesses operating in each category, by 68 per cent, 49 percent
and 43 per cent, respectively. Interestingly, less than 10 percent of the businesses
had Estimated Value of production greater than $1 million at year ending June 2007.
The concerns expressed by the ABS regarding the size of the relative standard error
may account for the apparent variability in the numbers in the final three sectors.

Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2006-07, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02006-07,
Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2005-06, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02005-06,
Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2004-05, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02004-05,
Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2003-04, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02003-04,
Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2002-03, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02002-03,
Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2001-02, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02001-02,
Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2000-01, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02000-01

17
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Table 3: Estimated Value of Annual Operations ($‘000)18

Year
Jun-00
Jun-01
Jun-02
Jun-03
Jun-04
Jun-05
Jun-06
Jun-07

$0 to
$99.9
1,428
1,339
1,124
944
801
755
670
453

$100 to
$349.9
718
718
714
648
558
724
399
369

$350 to
$499.9
110
119
144
137
74
110
72
63

$500 to $1,000 to
$999.9
$1,999
137
74
145
56
138
71
130
81
118
73
157
95
71
37
137
58

$2,000
plus
29
33
27
33
24
42
1
41

Total
2,496
2,410
2,218
1,973
1,648
1,883
1,250
1,121

The ABS also provides estimates for the number of businesses by area (see Table 4).
The consultants believe that some caution is required – these data specify (in
hectares) property size. They do not claim that all the available land is productively
used. This would seem to confirm the consultants’ observations on the many site visits
made during the course of the project.
Table 4: Businesses with Agricultural Activity by Area (Hectares)19

Year
Jun-00
Jun-01
Jun-02
Jun-03
Jun-04
Jun-05
Jun-06
Jun-07

0 to 49
50 to 99
2,165
137
2,092
143
1,884
107
1,730
129
1,550
59
1,640
122
1,127
68
1,012
42

100 to
499
166
144
189
89
29
115
66
56

500 to
1,000 to 2,500 to 25,000 to
999
2,499
24,999
99,999
12
0
3
20
7
4
1
10
13
6
3
8
3
5
6
4
2
5
4
1

Total
2,483
2,411
2,190
1,967
1,649
1,885
1,273
1,120

Once again, the prominent reduction seen in the smaller nurseries (less than 49
hectares) is obvious. In fact, in most size categories there has been a significant
reduction in relative and absolute terms. Once again, the magnitude of the relative
standard error, especially with sizeable nurseries, warrants extreme caution in
drawing any conclusions. This also has implications for the reliability of the estimates.
We believe that it may be safe to assume the following:

18
19

Ibid
Ibid
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 Since 2002 the wholesale value of the industry has increased;
 Since 2000 the number of production nurseries has fallen by 55 per cent;
 Business closures have been widespread. In relative terms 86 per cent of
all closures occurred in New South Wales and Queensland;
 Over 95 per cent of the businesses that closed had an annual production
of less that $350,000 per year. Approximately 70 per cent had an annual
production below $100,000 per year.
 Over 90 per cent of the business closures were organisations that were
less than 100 hectares in size; about 86 per cent where smaller than 49
hectares.

6.3

The Market

The NGIA and Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) have funded the “Australian
Garden Market Monitor (MM)” since 2003.

The figures in these reports state the

“value of product or service paid by the end user in the distribution chain”20.
“Data is obtained from all industry sectors including, growers, wholesalers,
retailers, garden maintenance and landscapers. Data is provided on a
regular basis and may also be captured through interviews. Data is also
obtained from conventional sources such as the ABS and from other Garden
Industry consumer studies.”21
Table 5: Total Garden Market by Channel Group ($’000)22
Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

$
$
$
$
$
$

Garden
Amenity
Maintenance
1,702,668 $
482,895 $
1,870,312 $
382,933 $
2,062,059 $
348,705 $
2,205,357 $
367,827 $
2,343,723 $
369,097 $
2,452,706 $
384,732 $

Retail
3,419,482
3,116,183
2,871,768
2,769,444
2,773,485
2,975,753

Propagators
$
109,801
$
184,651
$
230,664
$
255,745
$
253,572
$
226,723

$
$
$
$
$
$

Total
5,714,846
5,554,079
5,513,196
5,598,373
5,739,877
6,039,914

The Australian Garden Market Monitor Overview & Methodology reports Total Market
values by “Channel Group”, “Channel” and “Sub-Channel” (for convenience these
definitions are reproduced at Appendix A). The MM data suggest that between 2003

The Australian Garden Market Monitor: Overview & Methodology, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2006).
Australian Garden Market Monitor For the year ending 30 June 2008, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2008).
Australian Garden Market Monitor For the year ending 30 June 2003, RetailWorks: Melbourne (2003).
Australian Garden Market Monitor For the year ending 30 June 2004, RetailWorks: Melbourne (2004).
Australian Garden Market Monitor For the year ending 30 June 2005, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2005).
Australian Garden Market Monitor For the year ending 30 June 2006, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2006).
Australian Garden Market Monitor For the year ending 30 June 2007, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2007).
Australian Garden Market Monitor For the year ending 30 June 2008, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2008).

20
21
22
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and 2008, the Total Market has grown by almost 6 per cent. Most of this growth
occurred in 2008; the market having contracted from 2003 through to 2006 and
finally recovering to 2003 levels in 2007.
The Amenity channel group has expanded by 44 per cent since 2003, however, the
rate of year on year growth has is slowed over the past three years.
The Garden Maintenance channel group has contracted by 20 per cent since 2003
but may be showing some signs of recovery. After a rather flat 2007 the market
increased by 4 per cent in 2008.
Despite a 7 per cent increase in 2008, the Retail channel group is still 13 percent
down on the figures from 2003. The Propagators channel group appears to have
flourished, growing by well over 100 per cent between 2003 and 2008; however, the
total value for 2008 is down almost 11 per cent on 2007.
The MM also reviews values in terms of Product Categories (definitions also included
at Appendix A). Table 6 summarises the published results from 2003 through to 2008,
for each category. Table 7 reproduces the same data in relative terms.
Table 6: Total Market by Category ($’000)23
Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Greenlife
$ 1,851,151
$ 1,817,604
$ 1,754,334
$ 1,770,726
$ 1,809,735
$ 1,885,206

Allied
Café & Gifts
$ 1,635,498 $
89,327
$ 1,524,628 $
90,602
$ 1,502,912 $ 100,505
$ 1,466,105 $ 102,954
$ 1,484,134 $ 105,670
$ 1,717,327 $ 111,688

Services
$ 2,138,768
$ 2,121,245
$ 2,155,445
$ 2,258,588
$ 2,334,470
$ 2,325,693

Total
$ 5,714,744
$ 5,554,079
$ 5,513,196
$ 5,598,373
$ 5,734,009
$ 6,039,914

Table 7: Total Market by Category – Relative Values24
Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

23
24

Greenlife
32%
33%
32%
32%
32%
31%

Allied
Café & Gifts
29%
2%
27%
2%
27%
2%
26%
2%
26%
2%
28%
2%

Services
37%
38%
39%
40%
41%
39%

Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Ibid
Ibid
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While there has been some movement in the Total Market each year, there is little
substantial change in each category shares over time.
The MM also reports, in some detail, the status of values by Channels. These data,
from 2003 to 2008 are summarised in Table 8.

Table 8: Total Market by Distribution Channel25
Channel
Landscape
Hardware
Garden Supplies
Retail Nursery
Garden Services
Propagators
Discount Dept Store
Revegetation
Local Gvt & Sport
Plant Hire
Supermarket
Wholesale Direct
Mail Order & E Com
Markets
Total

2003
$ 1,429,895
$ 939,939
$ 945,010
$ 1,035,249
$ 482,895
$ 109,701
$ 288,745
$
94,943
$ 102,269
$
75,560
$ 130,443
$
40,295
$
27,374
$
12,428
$5,714,746

2004
$ 1,592,830
$ 857,022
$ 930,937
$ 872,497
$ 382,933
$ 184,651
$ 269,424
$
98,488
$ 100,184
$
78,811
$ 120,575
$
28,728
$
24,784
$
12,216
$5,554,080

2005
$ 1,783,558
$ 794,742
$ 897,615
$ 756,319
$ 348,705
$ 230,664
$ 251,105
$
99,257
$
98,800
$
80,444
$ 111,180
$
25,650
$
23,046
$
12,111
$5,513,196

2006
$ 1,920,564
$ 767,292
$ 915,348
$ 687,143
$ 367,827
$ 255,745
$ 235,030
$ 102,463
$
99,344
$
82,987
$ 104,571
$
23,919
$
23,898
$
12,243
$5,598,374

2007
$ 2,053,995
$ 1,079,339
$ 800,712
$ 584,569
$ 369,097
$ 253,572
$ 167,102
$ 105,339
$
99,537
$
84,852
$
81,428
$
23,721
$
24,190
$
12,425
$5,739,878

2008
$ 2,154,605
$ 1,162,109
$ 828,685
$ 661,338
$ 384,732
$ 226,723
$ 175,390
$ 109,350
$ 101,263
$
87,489
$
85,368
$
25,420
$
24,721
$
12,723
$6,039,916

Table 8 is sorted by 2008 values, in descending order. In terms of importance, four of
the channels (30 per cent) drive 80 per cent of the total market value.
Unfortunately, the MM does not provide a breakdown by Category by Channel.
Producers of Greenlife may be interested to know the proportion of each category
in each channel. For instance, the Garden Supplies and Landscapers channels may
sell significantly larger quantities of Growing Media & Mixes (an Allied sub-category),
then the Hardware or Retail Nursery Channels. Similarly the Hardware and Retail
Nursery Channels may sell a greater value of Greenlife then either the Garden
Supplies or Landscapers channels.
Some of the channels listed as “Distribution Channels” in the MM tables are defined
as Channel Groups in The Australian Garden Market Monitor Overview &
Methodology. This may lead to some confusion.
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Ibid
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Notwithstanding the above, the values in Table 8 seem to indicate many issues of
interest, specifically in relation to the Greenlife category. Firstly, eight of the fourteen
channels have decreased in real terms since 2003. Landscaper, as a channel, was
initially growing at around 10 per cent per year. This has slowed to 5 per cent in 2008
nonetheless; the channel has grown by over 50 per cent since 2003. On this basis
alone, it can be considered the “champion channel”; however, as mentioned
previously the MM does not provide estimates for categories across individual
channels.

This makes it difficult to understand what category or categories are

driving channel growth.
If it is reasonable to assume that much landscaping may be carried out during
property development, this may make comparison to the values reported in Retail
categories meaningless, dangerous, or both. In all likelihood, this may be true for all
the Amenity channels – which strongly resemble wholesale, rather than retail
channels. Should that be the case, it may be unhelpful to compare the values of
Landscaper, Local Government & Sport (contracting slightly), Revegetation
(expanding) and Plant Hire (expanding) with traditional Retail channels?
In relative terms, the Propagators Channel Group has grown by over 100 per cent
from 2003 to 2008.

However, it should be noted that the peak of year-on-year

growth occurred in 2004. Since that time growth has slowed and the Channel Group
actually contracted by more than 10 per cent in 2008 and only accounts for <4 per
cent of the total market size or 12 per cent of the Greenlife market.
During the course of the study, the consultants interviewed a number of
“Propagators”. Some supplied exclusively to “growers” (e.g. vegetable seedlings),
others exclusively to “retail” (“flowering seedlings), and others supplied to both
“growers” and “retail”. It is unclear if MM makes this distinction.

6.4

Retail Market

The MM provides data and analysis on the Retail Channel. Table 9 summarises the
data since 2003. The data for this table is sorted in descending values for 2008. Table
10 reproduces the same data in relative terms.
The MM for the year ending 30 June 2008 shows growth figures in the “+/- LY column”
(See Figure 19, page 19 of the MM report). We have compared the June 2008 Report
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to the June 2007 report and have calculated significantly different growth rates than
those reported by MM (with the exception of “Garden Supplies” channel). We
cannot offer a reason for this.
The data suggests that the Retail Channels have fallen by almost 20 per cent,
between 2003 and 2007. An expansion (of just over 7 per cent) in 2008 still sees the
Retail Channels 13 per cent lower than 2003 – it is unclear if the figures quoted
consider the impact of inflation.
Table 9: Total Garden all Retail Channels26
Channel
Hardware
Garden Supplies
Retail Nursery
Discount Dept Store
Supermarket
Wholesale Direct
Mail Order & E Com
Markets
Total

2003
$ 939,939
$ 945,010
$ 1,035,249
$ 288,745
$ 130,443
$
40,295
$
27,374
$
12,428
$3,419,483

2004
$ 857,022
$ 930,937
$ 872,497
$ 269,424
$ 120,575
$
28,728
$
24,784
$
12,216
$3,116,183

2005
$ 794,742
$ 897,615
$ 756,319
$ 251,105
$ 111,180
$
25,650
$
23,046
$
12,111
$2,871,768

2006
$ 767,292
$ 915,348
$ 687,143
$ 235,030
$ 104,571
$
23,919
$
23,898
$
12,243
$2,769,444

2007
$ 1,079,339
$ 800,712
$ 584,569
$ 167,102
$
81,428
$
23,721
$
24,190
$
12,425
$2,773,486

2008
$ 1,162,109
$ 828,685
$ 661,338
$ 175,390
$
85,368
$
25,420
$
24,721
$
12,723
$2,975,754

Hardware is the only sub-channel that has enjoyed any meaningful growth over the
extended period.

It has grown in real terms, by almost 24 per cent and now

commands 39 per cent of channel value, as compared with 27 per cent in 2003. In
2008 it expanded by over 7 per cent on the previous year.
Table 10: Total Garden all Retail - Relative Values27
Channel
Hardware
Garden Supplies
Retail Nursery
Discount Dept Store
Supermarket
Wholesale Direct
Mail Order & E Com
Markets
Total

2003
27%
28%
30%
8%
4%
1%
1%
0%
100%

2004
28%
30%
28%
9%
4%
1%
1%
0%
100%

2005
28%
31%
26%
9%
4%
1%
1%
0%
100%

2006
28%
33%
25%
8%
4%
1%
1%
0%
100%

2007
39%
29%
21%
6%
3%
1%
1%
0%
100%

2008
39%
28%
22%
6%
3%
1%
1%
0%
100%

Whilst all the other sub-channels improved from 2007 to 2008, they are all still well
below the real values published in 2003. Garden Supplies is down 12 per cent. While

26
27

Ibid
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initially increasing its market share up until 2006, it is now returned to the 2003 level of
28 per cent market share.
Retail Nursery has taken a battering. Market share has dropped to 22 per cent; retail
value has collapsed by 36 per cent, despite a 13 per cent increase in 2008 over 2007.
Discount Department Store and Supermarket are all down by more than 35 per cent.
The remaining channels are so small that we question the value in actually reporting
any figures. It is interesting to note that the Mail Order and E-commerce channel has
contracted by 10 per cent since 2003 – in many other industries these channels have
expanded rapidly.
The data in Table 11 is summarised from an ABS report published in 2007. This
particular series is published infrequently and there have been major changes in
presentation between the various publications.
Table 11: Retail & Wholesale Sales ($m) 2005-0628

Commodity
Plants, flowers, seeds &turf
Fertilisers
Pesticides and insecticides
Total

Retail sales of
goods
$
1,251.5
$
359.5
$
365.1
$
1,976.1

Wholesale
sales of goods
$
1,507.8
$
2,677.1
$
1,458.1
$
5,643.0

If anything, this information may be confusing, rather than helpful. The MM for the
same period estimated Greenlife at $1.77 billion (see Table 6) yet the combined
Retail and Wholesale values for “Plants, flowers, seeds & turf” are in excess of $2.7
billion.
Similarly, Table 9 indicates that the Total Garden all Retail Channels was $2.87 billion
in 2005. How this relates, if at all, to the retail sales of $1.9 billion and Wholesale Sales
of $5.6 billion, for the three commodities in Table 11 is unclear.
The consultants accept that the category definitions used by both organisations
differ. It is reasonable to assume that wholesale sales of fertilisers and pesticides
would include sales to all agricultural businesses. If anything useful can be gleaned

28 Source: 8624.0 - Retail and Wholesale Industries, Australia: Commodities, 2005-06,
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/8624.0Main+Features12005-06
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from these comparisons, it is that an alignment of data collection and reporting
mechanisms that suit industry requirements is needed.
We believe there is opportunity to improve the quality of information in MM and offer
some suggestions in Appendix B.

6.5

Channel Identification

The major distribution channels for Greenlife in Australia are indicated in Figure 2.
These distribution channels can be complex, the same cannot be said for the
marketing channels.
At this point, it is useful to define both terms:
 Distribution Channel
 “The route by which a company distributes goods29”
 Marketing Channel
 “An array of exchange relationships that create customer value in
acquisition, consumption, and disposition of products and services”30.
The fact that these terms are frequently used as synonyms is unhelpful. For instance,
a producer may create a marketing campaign that communicates directly to the
end user – a technique that is very popular with many organisations in Fast-Moving
Consumer-Goods (FMCG).
For example, a press advertisement in a newspaper can be a direct communication
between a producer and the end user; “Drink Coca-Cola”. However, the actual
product may be physically transported to a wholesaler and then transported to a
retailer. Finally, the consumer purchases the product from the retailer (See Figure 3).
In this simple case, the wholesale, transport and retail organisations all played a part
in the distribution channel, but not in the communication of the marketing message.
It is important to understand that a distinction exists, regardless of the definitions. It is
abundantly clear, that in Greenlife, the level of marketing communications to
consumers is unsophisticated and almost non-existent. Much of the marketing that is
carried out is very generic in nature; for example, NGIA’s “Life’s a Garden”
campaign. Most other marketing efforts are usually by way of catalogues or press
advertising (examples at Appendix C), the default message emphases price.

29
30

Coyle, J.J., Bardi, E.J., Langeley Jr, C.J., The Management of Business Logistics: A Supply Chain Perspective 7ed.South-Western: Ohio (2003).
Pelton, L.E., Strutton, D., Lumpkin, J.R., Marketing Channels: A relationship Management Approach. McGraw-Hill: Boston (1997).
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Figure 2: Major Distribution Channels
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Figure 3: Distribution and Marketing Channels
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Many of the distribution channels share common threads; the following sections
overview the major distribution channels.

6.5.1

Producer Sales Order

The first common thread identified by the consultants is the Producer Sales Order,
illustrated in Figure 4. There are a number of methods of receiving sales orders (van
sales are not included in this study; the channel is so small that reliable measurement
of the channel size is likely to be unviable).
Large retailers, such as Bunnings, tend toward electronic ordering. While this is not
their exclusive method of ordering, it certainly represents the majority of their orders.
During the course of the study, representatives from Bunnings indicated that the aim
was, ultimately, to have all orders placed electronically
Facsimile is still a popular method of receiving orders, especially from small retail
outlets. Typically, producer nurseries will fax out a list of available stock to their
customer base. The customers review this list and send an order back, via facsimile.
Orders are also received by telephone and, to a lesser degree, by email.
Once received, sales orders have to enter an order process system. In general, this is
an information management system (of varying levels of sophistication from paper to
integrated nursery management system software). In all but automated electronic
systems, manual input is required. This can be as basic as transcribing a telephone
order onto an order pad and then keying the order into a software application, or
keying the information from a fax or email into the application.
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Figure 4: Producer Sales Orders
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Once the order has been entered into an information system, a picking slip is
generated and, in some cases, barcode labels. The picking slip and labels are then
handed over to order pickers.

In a sophisticated system, both items are usually

printed out in close proximity to order picking locations. Less sophisticated systems
print the material in a central administrative office. They are then physically taken to
the order picking area.
Once the pick-slip is in the hands of the order pickers, the physical task of order
picking commences (see section 6.5.2).

When picking is completed, the pick slip is

confirmed against the order and an invoice is created. It is common for this task to
be completed by the administrative staff and for the invoice to be sent to the
picking staff for inclusion with the delivery

6.5.2

Order Picking

In highly automated (very few) operations (mostly seedling and “potted colour”
producers) the pick face frequently comes to the order pickers (see photos in
Appendix D of Pohlman’s). In smaller operations, plants are growing in pots, on the
ground. Usually they are grouped by genus and or species.
During the course of the study the consultants observed that orders tend to be
picked discretely. That is, an order picker commences on a pick tour and picks one
order at a time. In some cases, the picking slip contains information on where a
product is stored. Where this information is not included on the picking slip, the
operator either knows, from experience or asks, or is capable of identifying the
product.
Commonly, the order picker will travel on a four-wheel drive vehicle and trailer to the
area where the product is growing (stored). The operator will then pick the number
of items required – usually ensuring that they are of similar size and of merchantable
quality. The pots are then lifted off the ground and placed on the trailer.

The

operator will then move to the next position to locate and pick the next item on the
order and continue in this fashion until the order is completed.
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Figure 5: Producer Order Picking
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When picking is completed, the operator returns to the packing shed. The pots are
removed from the trailer and placed on a processing bench. On the processing
bench the pots are inspected, cleaned, have any foreign matter and weed
removed and, if required, have bar-code labels and product identification tags
affixed.
If the product is to be packed in trays, the trays will be collected (probably in
advance) from a storage location. The pots, or trays of pots, are then placed on a
transport trolley. Once the trolley is fully loaded, it is moved into the despatch area
awaiting transport.

6.5.3

Distribution - Small Retail

The transport task commences when pick-up instructions are issued to a transport
company.

These can be scheduled or “as required” arrangements.

In some

instances, the producer nursery will deliver to a transport depot. The transport task is
shown in Figure 6 and described in the following, regardless of which organisation
actually executes the task.
A truck will arrive at the despatch dock. If empty trolleys are on board, they may be
removed and left at the producer nursery, for future use. Fully loaded trolleys are
then pushed on to the truck and secured. The truck may proceed to make further
pick-ups at other producer nurseries, but eventually returns to a depot.
At the depot, all the trolleys are unloaded into a staging area. Orders from several
producer nurseries will then be aggregated (described in section 6.5.4 and Figure 7).

6.5.4

Delivery Aggregation - Small Retail

During the distribution process a transport depot will receive product from many
producers for many customers. On arrival (see Figure 7) at the transport depot and
after all inbound vehicles have been unloaded, personnel at the transport depot will
check all inbound product.
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Figure 6: Producer Transport
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This product will then be picked and repacked onto a trolley for a specific outbound
delivery. Once the entire product for a specific delivery is located, picked and repacked onto a trolley, it is prepared for despatch.
Prior to despatch, transport staff will confirm that the order quantity is correct and
then

calculate

the

freight

charge.

documentation is prepared at this stage.

Generally

an

invoice

and

delivery

The trolleys are then loaded onto the

delivery vehicle with the relevant paperwork. The goods are then delivered to the
retail outlet (see section 6.5.5).
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Figure 7: Delivery Aggregation
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6.5.5

Merchandising - Small Retail

On arrival at the retail outlet (Figure 8), the trolleys are unloaded from the truck.
Nursery personnel carry out a number of tasks (in some instances the order of tasks
differ, but all tasks are executed) including checking the quality and quantity of
goods and receipting the goods into the information management system.
Product is generally removed from trolleys, cleaned and priced (assuming that
pricing labels have not been affixed in a prior process).
The product will then be loaded onto a trolley of some description and then brought
onto the retail floor.

A member of staff will unload the trolley, and place

merchandise (usually a very rudimentary placement onto a shelf or other point-ofsale device). In the meantime, empty trolleys will be loaded onto the delivery
vehicle, prior to its departure.
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Figure 8: Small Retail Merchandising Process
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6.5.6

Large Retail Channel

Almost 90 per cent31 of the Retail Channel is accounted for by just three subchannels; Retail Nursery (22 per cent), Garden Supplies (28 per cent) and
Hardware (39 per cent). Bunnings dominates the Hardware channel, almost to
the point of monopoly.
In short, data suggests that Bunnings account for almost 40 per cent of the retail
channel ($1.2 billion)32. This represents almost 20 per cent of the total Garden
Market (all categories) of just over $6 billion.33
As a Category Killer – “… retailers [that] specialise in a distinct classification of
merchandise … while offering everyday low prices and wide and deep
inventory”34 in hardware, Bunnings has also come to dominate the retailing of
Greenlife. They have no substantial competition on a national basis and
arguably, little or no competition in the channel.
Two separate distribution systems have developed in order to support distribution
to over one hundred and eighty stores35 nationwide. In Victoria, a centralised
“Category Manager”, Plant Access (PA), has been appointed, whereas in New
South Wales and Queensland, a decentralised approach is evident. Both of
these systems are outlined in the following sections.

6.5.7

Centralised Distribution

Distribution within the industry (see Figure 6) can be complicated, but cannot be
described as complex. The task is fairly straightforward - move a product from
“A” to “B”.

The task becomes complicated because the retail customers must

purchase requirements from many sources.
Almost all but the largest retailers buy in quantities that are not big enough to
make a unit load – rarely if ever a truck load and infrequently, a trolley load, from

Australian Garden Market Monitor, 30 June 2008 page 19.
Ibid at Note 22.
Australian Garden Market Monitor, 30 June 2008 page 3.
34 Spector, R., Category Killers: The Retail Revolution and its Impact on Consumer Culture, HBSP: Boston (2005).
35 Source: www.bunnings.com.au
31
32
33
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one source. With the exception of seedling (and “potted colour” producers),
the unit of purchase can be as low as a single pot of a particular plant. The
minimum order quantities (where they exist) tend to be in the order of $200 to
$300 dollars per order (this generally does not include freight to smaller retailers).
The fact that a retail customer must purchase from a number of sources and
tends to purchase in relatively small quantities, demands that at some point in
the chain, the role of order aggregation must occur.

6.6

Retail Segmentation

6.6.1

Discount

Prior to the arrival of Bunnings, the retail nursery channel was the principal retail
channel. Predominately, it was composed of businesses with one retail outlet
only. There are and have been a number of retail buying groups (e.g.
Greengold), and a small number of businesses that had two or more retail outlets
(e.g. Hawkins in Brisbane and Flower Power in Sydney).
The retail interface has changed considerably. As indicated earlier, Bunnings
have become a “category killer” offering low prices and a wide selection. As
Bunnings were ascending, their competitors in the Hardware sector were, and
arguably remain, in disarray. Bunnings now “own” this sector of the market. The
consultants believe that it will be a very difficult, expensive and time consuming
task, for anyone to severely dent their market share. In contrast, in New Zealand,
Bunnings is in a much weaker position compared to the dominant hardware
chains such as Mitre 10.
During the interview phase of this project, Bunnings personnel claimed that they
have enjoyed double-digit growth, during the past five years. Other industry
players reported a downturn in business, citing drought and competition from
Bunnings, as prime drivers. Interestingly, this was a period of significant growth in
the Australian economy as a whole. Bunnings have also suggested that the
Landscape Channel is a natural target for future growth.
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6.6.2

Premium

Over the years, a number of organisations have developed a more
sophisticated approach to retailing Greenlife. Some fifteen to twenty years ago,
Hawkins Nursery of Brisbane took a greater focus on the customer interface and
invested heavily in the business. Similar “high-end” organisations exist in Sydney
(e.g. Swane’s or Gardens R Us) and in Melbourne (e.g. Lintons).

These

organisations offered a wide range of plants and allied products (fertilisers,
herbicides, pots, etc). They also had a café and in some instances there were
“model” gardens, outdoor furniture, swimming pool design and installation
services, landscaping services, etc.
In some cases, these other services were not actually offered by the nursery, but
by a partner company that had taken space on a concessionaire basis. A very
well-known example of this style of business is the cosmetics section counters in
many large department stores. In effect, a concessionaire behaves as a “store
within a store” and offers the consumer some degree of “one-stop” shopping usually for related products and services.
This approach appeared, initially, very successful.

However, in recent years,

quite a few of these organisations have appeared constrained by a lack of
capital. In some instances, the rate of change of concessionaire businesses has
been somewhat alarming – possibly suggesting a lack of business acumen,
degree of undercapitalising, or both.
In late 2004 Eden Gardens opened in North Ryde, Sydney. This is arguably, the
premium retail nursery in Australia.

The company has expanded with the

purchase of existing businesses in Melbourne (Linton’s) and Brisbane (Carseldine
Garden World) in October 2008. This appears to be a very serious attempt to
“own” the premium end of the market, on a national basis.
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6.6.3

The Rest

Bunnings claim “We won't be beaten on price”.36
“provide[s]

horticultural

excellence,

integrating

Eden Gardens claim to
products,

services

and

knowledge to inspire you to improve your garden, your quality of life and that of
the community.”37
If, as the consultants contend, Bunnings “own” the “discount” sector and Eden
Gardens are successful in their clearly telegraphed ambitions for the “premium”
sector, the remaining small players are faced with a major challenge. How are
they to position their business?
This is not a trite question, and is well beyond the remit of this report … but this is a
serious issue and it has been played out in other industries in this country such as
independent fuel retailing and independent bakeries, to name just two. In these
sectors, it was not just an issue for the independent retailers, but also had
profound consequences for their suppliers and other supply chain participants.

6.6.4

Product Innovation

Compared to other Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG), there is relatively
limited product innovation by wholesale or retail nurseries. Naturally, the diversity
of plant life and the efforts of plant breeders drive a steady flow of new varieties.
However, in most cases these substitute for existing products, rather than
expanding sales. Furthermore, despite this “innovation” at the variety level, the
category remains highly commoditised and largely undifferentiated.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines
marketing innovation as follows:

36
37

Source: http://www.bunnings.com.au/default_price-guarantee.aspx
Source: http://www.edengardens.com.au/pages/about-us.php
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“A marketing innovation is the implementation of a new marketing
method involving significant changes in product design or packaging,
product placement, product promotion or pricing”38.
To put the statement in context, the aim of marketing innovation can be:
 To re-position the a product or organisation;
 Expand current markets;
 Break in to new markets;
 Improve the customer experience.
In simple terms, the outcome required is sales growth – for all channel partners.
The lack of marketing innovation and differentiation in the nursery sector,
particularly from producers, is contributing to the commoditisation of the industry
sector, as a whole.
Most retail nurseries “feature[s] the same, endless rows of plants, in the same old
order … There's no inspiration; there's no excitement; there's no solution to the
fact that you are a busy consumer and just want to "buy a backyard”.”39
This is happening during a period when “TV exposure appears to be increasing
and … More consumers are being reached with gardening messages.”40 These
messages are peppered with new ideas, for the viewers’ home and garden.
The frequent response is that customers do not know what they want; “they
didn't know they wanted an iPod, until they saw one.”41
Where innovation does exist, it receives very little marketing support, and by
FMCG standards, the support is, at best, unsophisticated. During the course of
the study, the consultants did collect some examples of innovative ideas. These
included products such as the “hedge pack” (see Figure 9).

38

Source: http://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=6871
Source: http://www.jimcarroll.com/blog/industry-consumer-goods/
40 Australian Garden Market Monitor, 30 June 2008 page 16.
41 ibid
39
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The “Corro” Raised Garden Bed in Figure 10 does have a web site.42 However, it
provides minimal information. While the product can be purchased “fully
installed” and “with potting mix”, plants do not appear to be an option.

Figure 9: Product Innovation - Hedge Pack

The production side of the industry has done very little to raise the level of the
product above commodity status. Many of the hardware products that Bunnings
sell are branded. This is also true for garden products such as fertilisers, potting
mix and mulches. It is rarely true for plants.
Bunnings believe that Greenlife (along with garden furniture and barbeques) is a
key driver of traffic through their stores. Given that, it is probably in the interest of
their margins that the category remains highly commoditised and largely
undifferentiated.

6.7

Materials Handling

As indicated in Table 3, less than 10 percent of organisations had an estimated
value of production above $1 million by June 2007. The differing level of
automation within the industry tends to reflect the sophistication and size of the
individual organisations.

42

See: http://www.raisedgardenbeds.com.au
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Figure 10: Product Innovation - “Corro” Raised Garden Bed

6.7.1

Automated Systems

The automated operations; these tend to be specialised and high volume.
Organisations such as Withcott Seedlings Queensland,43 and, remarkably, their
near neighbour, Pohlman’s Nursery P/L44, are good examples, while Boomaroo
Nurseries45 is a well-known example in Victoria.
Withcott are one of the largest producers and suppliers of vegetable seedlings in
the eastern states. The business is highly specialised, to the point that the firm has
seen the need to develop a closed-loop distribution system.
Images of the transport and materials handling system developed at Withcott
can be found at Appendix D. Seedlings are grown in tube trays. These tube trays
are designed to fit transport racks.
The transport racks are modular and stackable. The interior of Withcott trucks is
designed to cater for the racks. In short, everything fits, into everything else. This
design is apparent from the beginning of the production process right through to
delivery to the customer.

43
44
45

http://www.wseedlings.com.au/
http://www.pohlmans.com.au
http://www.boomaroo.com/
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While Withcott specialise in providing seedlings to large scale vegetable growers
(90 per cent of product is produced to order), Pohlman’s tend to specialise in
seedlings and perennials (though not exclusively) that are supplied to retail
nurseries. Pohlman’s also run a fleet of delivery vehicles and their production and
packaging system is highly automated (see Appendix D).
In these organisations, human intervention and manual handling is not
encouraged. These firms are the exception, rather than the rule.

6.7.2

Physical Handling

Section 6.5 provides a step-by-step view of the various processes that move
product through the supply chain. Figure 11 summarises the physical handling
that a pot plant will enjoy, from the time it is picked at a smaller production
nursery, through to point when a consumer selects the product from the retail
shelf.
There are approximately twenty eight high level steps. The blue boxes represent
activities that will be imposed upon a pot, for a customer to make a purchase.
The green boxes represent activities that will happen to groups of pots (i.e. in
trays or by the trolley lot).
It is not uncommon for an individual pot to be handled at least fourteen times,
before the customer selects the product and places it into a shopping basket.
To profitably bear that amount of handling requires either a very sizeable margin,
or very high volumes.

6.7.3

Materials Handling Equipment

Very few production nurseries are designed for efficient materials handling.
Forklift trucks to load and unload trucks are not in abundance. At the retail
nursery, the same situation exists. The “solution” to this dearth of equipment,
almost universally, is the trolley.
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Figure 11: Physical Handling
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6.7.4

The Nursery Trolley

The nursery trolley has a long history in Australia. In 1993 an article stated “The
Australian standard trolley size recommended by Queensland Department of
Primary Industries engineers is: length, 1,190 mm; width, 583 mm; height, 2,000
mm (max).”46In 1994 a report recommended47 a national trolley interchange
system and Australian Standard Size for plant transport trolleys, pots and trays.
The interchanges system was also outlined in the aforementioned article.
In 1998 the Horticultural Research and Development Corporation (HRDC) and
the Nursery Industry Association of Australia (NIAA) commissioned an analysis of
Nursery Industry supply chains48. This report re-iterated the need for standardised
product and packaging specifications. Despite these and other reports, the
industry finds itself in an unenviable position.
During the course of this study, the consultants photographed the following types
of equipment (see Appendix D for a sample):
 Ten different trolley designs;
 At lest eight cage designs;
 At least three stillage designs;
 Specialised collapsible pallets, and
 Standard pallets;
Additionally, there are a large number of plastic trays (too many to count) in a
variety of designs, colours and sizes. Finally, the current catalogue of Garden City
Plastics49, a major supplier of plastic pots to the industry, offers well over one
hundred options for pots alone, as well as a wide range of:







Punnet pots;
Seedling trays;
Cell trays;
Tubes;
Plant cartons, and
Other ancillary equipment.
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Anon (1993) Recommended Australian nursery industry standard trolley size. Australian Horticulture, March 1993 (48-49)
Identifying opportunities for improvement of material handling and production efficiency in the nursery industry, W. Radajewski 1994
48 Nursery industry supply chain analysis, Retail Works 1998.
49 Available for download at http://www.gardencityplastics.com/index.htm
47
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Given this variety, and the lack of standards, the industry finds itself in a
predicable predicament – it is virtually impossible to optimise materials handling
and transport activities. In simple terms, the pots don’t optimise the tray
dimensions; many of the trays don’t optimise the trolley dimensions, so the trolleys
can’t possibly optimise transport capacity!
However, there is an even more insidious problem. With the exception of the
major automated nurseries, all the production nurseries that the consultants
visited during the course of this project were not capable of handling trolleys in
an efficient, or worryingly, in a safe manner, other than in the restricted area of
the preparation and loading area. Furthermore, the In-wards goods unloading
area in many retail nurseries are almost wholly unsuitable for trolleys in their
current format.
Predominately, the pathways in many nurseries (wholesale and retail) are
uneven surfaces (e.g. gravel, compacted earth, pavers, etc). The casters on
these trolleys (see Figure 12 for a sample), particularly when loaded, are
inappropriate for these surfaces.

This has serious implications for workplace

health and safety.
Lastly, and possibly most crucially, there is no meaningful administrative pooling
or maintenance system for trolleys. The system run by Chep50 and Loscam51
provides a framework for the hire of materials handling equipment, is reasonably
well regarded and sufficiently advanced. If the full potential of trolleys is to be
realised, such a system is prerequisite. Currently, there are too many variants,
owned by too many organisations, with too many conflicting interests.
Furthermore, the industry appears to lack the willingness to meaningfully address,
let alone, solve the problem.

This will continue to hold the industry back,

especially the smaller players.
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See http://www.chep.com/home.aspx
http://www.loscam.com/

51See
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Figure 12: Detail of Selected Trolley Casters

6.7.5

The Stillage

Traditionally, a stillage was a box or a frame, used in storage areas, to keep
merchandise above floor level. Stillages come in many forms (see Figure 13). An
important characteristic of the stillage is that it allows for the unitisation and
movement of goods that are difficult to handle or of irregular size (not easily
cartonised).
In the nursery industry, the pot plant stillage in Figure 13 is a key component of
effective and efficient supply of product to Bunnings retail stores in Victoria and
South Australia. In other states, the nursery trolley is used.
Bunnings suppliers deliver product to a distribution centre (DC) at Heatherton.
This facility is owned and managed by PA, a third-party logistics provider (3PL).
The stillage has the same footprint as the Australian standard pallet (notionally,
1165 mm2). This characteristic means that the stillages can be handled and
transported with standard materials handling equipment and importantly, they
do not waste floor space on transport vehicles. In brief, the system works as
follows:
1. The production nursery packs the product onto the stillage;
2. The packed stillage is delivered to the DC,
a. Empty stillages can be collected for future orders.
3. The distribution centre sort the stillages by destination;
4. Outbound trucks are loaded (by destination);
5. Stillages are unloaded at individual stores,
a. Empty stillages are collected for return to the DC.
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6. The packed stillage can be placed on the sales floor.
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Figure 13: Stillages

Stillage Cage52

Stillage for sheet

Cask Loading Stillage54

glass53

Pot Plant Stillage as used by Bunnings in Victoria

The shelves on the stillage are modular and can be set at a variety of heights, to
suit the size of the plant. The shelves also obviate the need for pot trays. This
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Source: http://www.apcgroup.com.au/Products/Pallet_Equipment/products_stillage.htm
Source: http://www.srburke.co.uk/prod1.asp?ID=100
Source: http://www.auto-tilt.co.uk/hydraulicspringstillages.html
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system works because the unit of purchase is either a stillage quantity or a
stillage shelf quantity.
This system works well for Bunnings because it reduces the number of vehicles
making deliveries to each store. This is important; the retail stores have very
limited space for loading and unloading vehicles. Furthermore, it decreases their
labour input and allows them to unload using forklift trucks. This is faster, less
expensive and probably safer for the personnel involved.
Full stillages can be taken directly to the sales floor – this significantly reduces the
costs associated with merchandising. It is “estimated that 50% of the logistics
costs in a retail supply chain are incurred in the Last 50 Metres”55 Other sources
state “The “last 50 yards” from back door to shelf incurs almost as much cost as
the RDC [Retail Distribution Centre] plus transport to store”56. According to IGD
Services Ltd:57
“When availability is measured along the supply chain it deteriorates
closer to the shopper. Despite a service level of 99% from the supplier to
the retailer’s distribution centre it is often down to as low as 90% by the
time it goes from the stock room to the in-store fixture. This highlights the
importance of availability in the last 50 yards.”
Interestingly, as the stillages confirm to Australian standard pallet size, PA have
run trials delivering Greenlife and palletised allied product (fertilisers, mulches,
etc). PA indicated that these trials were successful and improved vehicle
utilisation during off-peak periods for Greenlife.

For a business with the critical

mass of Bunnings, such a system makes sense. However, as stated earlier, this
system is not operated in other states.
Various reasons for this difference have be posited, the most popular being that
it works in Victoria because it is a “small state”, meaning therefore, more densely
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The Institute of Operations Management (http://www.littoralis.info/iom/htm/iom20050617.362550.htm)
The retailers’ solution to back-store chaos - at their suppliers’ expense, Food Manufacture, July 2002
http://www.igd.org.uk/CIR.asp?menuid=83&cirid=1149
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populated. This is true to a point. The farthest distance from Melbourne to any
major populated centre, for example Mildura, is less than eight hours. PA also
service the Bunnings operations in South Australia (nine stores in Adelaide and
one in Mt. Gambier), from Melbourne. Furthermore, review of ABS population
data58 suggests that the eastern sea board between Sydney and Brisbane might
support such an operation.
In New South Wales, the area bound by Kiama (south), Penrith (west) and
Singleton (north) accounts for approximately 5.4 million people (85 per cent of
the state population. Most areas of significant population can be reached in less
than 4 hours from Sydney.
In Queensland, the area bound by Gympie (north), Toowoomba and Warwick
(west) and Coolangatta (south) accounts for approximately 3 million people (70
per cent of the state population). Most areas of significant population can be
reached in less than 4 hours from Brisbane.
If the major populated centres between Sydney and Brisbane on the Pacific
Highway are included, almost 7 million people can be reached from either city,
within 7 hours – that is over 60 per cent of the combined populations of both
states.
Bunnings have 44 stores in Victoria and 10 in South Australia. There are 60 in New
South Wales; all but six can be serviced under the described arrangement. The
remaining store in Albury is serviced out of Melbourne. In Queensland there are
34 stores, which can be serviced under the described arrangement.

That is

almost 50 per cent more locations than the Melbourne operation currently
serves.
New South Wales and to a greater degree, Queensland (and Western Australia),
are more “decentralised” than Victoria. When combined with the fact that
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Source: All figures are derived from 3235.0 Population by Age and Sex, Regions of Australia.
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management in each state take decisions locally, decentralisation has probably
contributed to two different materials handling systems at Bunnings.
Regardless of the materials handling system adopted, the remote locations will
always be more difficult to serve, due to a real (or perceived) lack of critical
mass. Both materials handling systems have merit; whether there is sufficient merit
to operate two separate systems is a decision, which no doubt, Bunnings will
address at some future point.
Given the size of their market share, it is likely that whatever decision Bunnings
take will have some bearing on the broader market. Simply put, if Bunnings
decide to abandon the pot plant stillage, it would most likely disappear from the
market – they are the only user of the system. Should Bunnings take a decision to
abandon the nursery trolley, the outcome of that decision would have far
reaching effects within the industry.

6.7.6

The Pallet and Derivatives

There are a number of other materials handling “systems” that for the sake of
convenience have been grouped under the “pallet and derivative” descriptor.
The photographs in Figure 14 illustrate just some of the alternatives to nursery
trolleys and stillages.
Amongst the common characteristic of all these devices is that they can be
moved with a forklift or pallet jack. So, efficient movement of bulk product is
possible.
These devices also have another notable characteristic; they tend to be owned
by transport carriers, rather than nurseries. Importantly, they have been designed
with transport efficiency and effectiveness as a core feature. Superficially, this
appears to be a good idea for transport companies, but the consultants would
argue that they are not efficient or effective, if a supply chain approach is
considered.

Predominately, these transport companies provide the vital

aggregation link between the small wholesale nursery and the small retail
nursery.
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Figure 14: The pallet and derivatives

Pallet and Carton

Shrink wrapped Pallet

Collapsible Pallet Box

Pallet Cage 01

Pallet Cage 02

Pallet Cage 03

Pallet Cage 04

Pallet Cage 05

Pallet Cage 06

These devices optimise the loading and unloading of trucks. With the exception
of Pallet Cage 01, they all have the same footprint as the standard Australian
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pallet. This ensures that the fit neatly into Australian trucks, but it does not mean
that they utilise the space effectively.
Pallet Cage 01 was recently deployed by a transport company. It is longer than
the standard Australian pallet. The transport company took this very unusual
decision because of the sheer variety of pots and trays. It is their contention that
the loss of space in the truck is offset by the number of plants that can be safely
transported in oversize cages.
There is one other important characteristic that requires attention.

Almost

without exception, these cages are packed and consolidated at the transport
company depot. This entails:
1. Collection from (or delivery by) the production nursery;
2. Unloading at the transport depot;
3. Removal from the inbound cages (or whatever appliance was used)
4. Sorting into client\location lots
5. Placement in the outbound cages;
6. Loading of the outbound transport.
Using cages means that trucks can be loaded quickly. However, a substantial
amount of manual handling is required to enable this rapid loading. This manual
handling is an absolute and unavoidable requirement because the organisations
that are being served lack critical mass. As indicated earlier, both sender and
receiver tend to be small businesses – the overwhelming majority are single site
operations. Furthermore, many of the retail nurseries are in regional and rural
areas. By definition, these are areas of relatively lower population and by
extension, lower demand.

These characteristics are explored further in the

following sections.
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6.7.7

Pots and Trays

Simply put, there are far too many to choose from. The overabundance of sizes,
shapes, heights and colours may, and this is by no means a proven fact, be of
some appeal to consumers. The emphasis is on the “may”!
Late in 2005, the City of Armadale in Western Australia started a recycling
programme for plastic pots, because:
“More than 100 million plastic plant pots go into landfill in Perth each
year59.
In the United Kingdom, there are claims that as many as 500 million60 plant pots
find their way in to landfill each year. The problem of pots and trays is gaining
attention worldwide (see footnotes for examples from New Zealand61 and United
States of America62).
The overwhelming majority of pots are black. They are creating an environment
problem or a recycling problem. The plastics industry is addressing the latter;
they must, to ignore it will have adverse effects on their business.
The nursery industry must address both problems. Given that most plant pots are
disposed of in some way, suggests that settling on fewer sizes and shapes would
be of benefit to all involved. Theses sizes and shapes must fit into a standard tray
(assuming the need for trays cannot be eliminated), that in turn fits into a
standard shelf, that in turn fits into a standard transport unit-load device (trolley,
cage, stillage, whatever.)
From a supply chain perspective, the issue is firstly quantifying the (irrelevant)
sunk costs, the efficiency and environmental costs and the opportunity costs of
developing a proliferation of pot types. Then assessing the benefits from

“City moves to eliminate plastic plant pots from landfill”, Press Release City of Armadale,
http://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/publications/mediareleases/mediareleases_detail/default.php?id=714
See The Ethical Gardner available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/gardening/today_in_your_garden/ethical/index.shtml
61 http://www.nzherald.co.nz/recycling/news/article.cfm?c_id=614&objectid=10516469
62 See: http://muskogeephoenixonline.com/blogs/MollyDay/2008/02/pots-for-environmentally-conscious.html
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increased sales because a particular pot “sold more product”. The consultants
can find no evidence for any such benefits,

6.8

Business Practices

The definition of a Small-to-Medium Enterprise (SME) is fluid from country to
country. The prevailing Australian definition63 appears to be:
 Manufacturing Industry
 Service Industry

less than 100 employees;
less than 20 employees.

The data in Figure 15 indicates that as of June 30th 2007, almost 55 per cent of
“Plant Nurseries” were “non-employing organisations”.

Almost 40 per cent

employ less than 20 persons while about 7 per cent employ up to 200 persons.
There are, according to these data, only 9 organisations that employ more than
200 persons.
Figure 15: Counts of Australian Businesses 2006-0764
State
NSW
Vic
Qld
SA
WA
Tas
NT
ACT
Total
% Total

Non
1 to 19
20 to199
200+
Employing Employee's Employee's Employee's
609
414
60
3
441
294
60
3
480
399
75
3
129
111
21
189
114
36
48
15
12
36
6
15
3
1,947
1,356
264
9
54.4%
37.9%
7.4%
0.3%

Total
1,086
798
957
261
339
75
42
18
3,576
100%

The data in Figure 3 estimates the value of business operations. It indicates that
the vast majority of businesses, (almost 80 per cent in the same period) had a
value of operations of less than $500,000 per year. Care is required, the data sets
are not harmonised; they use different data sources and definitions. However,
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Hall, C., APEC and SME POLICY: Suggestions for an action agenda. University of Technology: Sydney. (1995) Available at
http://www.apec.org.au/docs/iss1.htm
64 Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 8165.0 - Counts of Australian Businesses, including Entries and Exits, Jun 2003 to Jun 2006
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the overall impression, confirmed by the consultants’ observations during the
course of the project, is that the nursery sector is, with very few exceptions, an
industry of very small businesses - a cottage industry. This is reflected in many of
the business practices the consultants observed.

6.8.1

Wholesale Nurseries

Business skills in the wholesale sector are largely unsophisticated. The Terms of
Trade at many organisations are not formalised. Where they are formalised, they
tend to be primitive. For obvious reasons, the following examples will remain
anonymous:
“COD Customers are required to pay in full … COD discounts will apply if
the cheque is received within 7 days of invoice”
This indicates a degree of confusion regarding the definition of Cash on Delivery.
The clause states that the receiver is to pay in full (on delivery); however, if they
send a cheque within seven days they can have a discount!
“Payment is required … within 30 days of statement date … [if] not
received within 75 days our company will … take legal action for
recovery”
This is sending a confused and “mixed” message. It is confusing, inasmuch as
thirty days from statement date can be up to sixty days credit. If a cheque has to
be raised thirty days after the statement date, payment may well be seventy
fives days after the initial supply. Maybe the clause should specify if “75 days”
means after supply or after the statement date.
The clause is also a “mixed” message’; an unscrupulous interpretation may delay
payment just long enough to avoid legal action.
We are reasonably confident that the nursery in question would like COD
payments to be made on delivery of the goods. Similarly, we believe they would
like payment within thirty days of statement date – we’re just not convinced that
these terms will motivate customers to co-operate.
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In one instance, an industry member has started to use the services of a debt
collection agency. The debt collector has reviewed their terms of trade and has
indicated many deficiencies that make debt collection, even more difficult.
The terms and conditions of trade of few organisations specify a minimum order
value or quantity.

When questioned, many respondents indicated that they

would accept any size order from a “good customer” but could not accurately
define the characteristics of a “good customer”.

Others specified an order

value of at least $300. On further questioning, none could indicate the costs to
process a sales order.
For the sake of clarity, a typical order cycle is illustrated in Figure 16.

This is, of

course, the high-level processes that must take place. Sections 6.5.1 to 6.5.5
deal with Order processing, picking and transport, in some detail.
Figure 16: Typical Order Cycle
Customer
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The fact that none of the smaller organisations could reliably quote their cost for
these functions should be a cause for great concern. Most had a reasonable
idea of the cost of production and transport, but without a true understanding of
order processing costs it is hard to know if a $300 order actually produces any
nett profit.
The condition of many of the wholesale nurseries suggests that little capital is
available for re-investment.

There is almost no evidence of investment in

automation, information systems are extremely unsophisticated, and the general
condition of much plant and machinery indicates under-investment. In short,
these are not the most attractive of workplaces.
We suspect that many wholesale nursery owners pay themselves poorly; some
admitted to not taking a wage in quite months. We seriously doubt that many of
these business owners truly appreciate the concept of Return on Investment or
Return on Capital.
There is little in these organisations that would drive long term competitive
advantage, such as intellectual property, brand value or goodwill. This almost
guarantees that few of these businesses would be a desirable acquisition target.
The most significant asset in many nurseries is the land on which the operation
stands.
It is to be hoped that the land value will be enough to provide adequate
superannuation for owners, should retirement provide the only opportunity to exit
the business.

6.8.2

Retail Nurseries

Anecdotally, it appears that there has been a great deal of rationalisation in the
retail nursery sector. However, the consultants can find no reliable data for the
number of business operating (currently or historically) in the industry. It seems
safe to say, that the independent retail nursery owner has been enjoying difficult
operating conditions over the past number of years. Furthermore, it appears that
more have exited then have entered the industry.
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It is difficult therefore, to offer more than a very superficial view on the sector.
As discussed in section 6.6.3 the independent retail nursery is under considerable
pressure. Bunnings “own” the “price” position and Eden Gardens is making a
play for the “premium” position.
According to MM figures, in 2008 the Retail Nursery channel was valued at $661
million. In order to recover to 2003 levels, the channel will have to grow by more
than 56 per cent. In 2006 the ABS (see Table 11) estimated retail value of “Plants,
flowers, seeds & turf” in excess of $1.2 billion. This would, we believe include all
retail (Bunnings, Garden Supplies, Supermarket, etc). Despite the differences in
the data, achieving growth at the quantum indicated by MM is a challenge, of
grand proportion.
It is likely that independent retail nurseries in large urban areas will continue to
feel pressure from Bunnings. Their significant point of difference, “expert advice”,
on its own, is unlikely to sustain a viable business.
As a category, retail of Greenlife seems to be a sector that is at crossroads. In the
1980’s the retailing of Greenlife, petrol and bread had a common distinguishing
feature. The majority of businesses were small independently owned operations.
Prior to 1960, the “Bread-man” delivered bread to most Australian homes. The
advent of the “supermarket” and the growth of the mass merchant (Coles and
Woolworths) saw “pre-packaged sliced bread” grow to approximately 30 per
cent of the market.65 . Throughout the 1960’s and 70’s the aggregation of
bakeries (as manufacturers) increased. The local (retail) bakery was about to be
assaulted from three directions.
Firstly, the mass merchants introduced baking facilities in-store, to complement
the packaged bread offering. Secondly, the aggregation of bakers, as
manufacturers, increased rapidly and finally, the first “Hot Bread” shop
appeared.
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Source: History of the bread industry in Australia , available at http://www.gograins.com.au/grainsnutrition/ie/ie16_1.html
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By the late 1980’s the local retail baker was in terminal decline. The few that
remain, and there are few, predominantly serve rural and regional areas, or a
particular ethnic group.
In contrast, the speciality retailers of hot bread, in the guise of franchise groups
such as Bakers Delight (over 700 stores)66, Brumby’s (over 300 stores)67 and
Michel’s Patisserie (340 stores)68, have flourished.
Since 2000, the market share of independent service stations has “declined
significantly”. In a submission to a Fuel Subsidy Commission of Inquiry, the Royal
Automobile Association of Queensland (RACQ) stated69:
“Coles and Woolworths are now estimated to control in excess of 43 % of
the total retail fuel market. Total service station numbers have declined
from 8370 in 2000 to 6300 in 2007, i.e. down 22%. In 2000 grocery petrol
retailers numbered 1563 but by 2007 they had increased to 1080, i.e. 16.5%
of sites but 43% market share. It is estimated there are now less than 100
independent retail outlets nationally, accounting for an estimated 2-9%
total market share.”
The graph in Figure 17 illustrates the recent history of these three industry sectors.
“Bread and Cake Retailing”, despite the competition from the mass merchants,
appears to be enjoying a renaissance. The number of retailers of fuel is in
decline.

Source: http://www.bakersdelight.com.au/cms/
Source: http://www.brumbys.com.au/brumbys/about/
Source: http://www.michels.com.au/pages/about/about.aspx
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Figure 17: Bread, Petrol, Plants (Number of businesses)70
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Bread and fuel share common traits. They are necessities of Australian life and by
extension, commodities. Greenlife, due to the best efforts of retailers (Bunnings in
particular), is becoming increasingly commoditised.
The commoditisation of the sector is a real threat. Producers are doing little to
innovate (see section 6.6.4); Bunnings account for almost 40 per cent of the retail
channel (see section 6.5.6); Eden Gardens is trying to capture the premium end
of the market(see section 6.6.2); the landscape channel, (see Table 8) which
includes developers of new residential housing (that offer a “residential
solution”), has grown by over 50 per cent since 2003.
This may represent a perfect opportunity for retail Greenlife to really differentiate
itself and communicate its point of difference … or it may be the perfect storm.
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Source ABS: Detail from Counts of Australian Businesses, including Entries and Exits, Jun 2003 to Jun 2007
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6.9

Transport

During the course of this project, the consultants interviewed transport providers
in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland. Production nurseries and the
Greenlife retail sector also contributed a great deal of opinion, during the
process. A number of organisations that run private fleets were also interviewed
(Appendix E lists all organisations contacted during the course of the study.)
Major private fleet owners, (e.g. Withcott Seedlings or Pohlmans Nursery)
generally had a compelling reason to invest capital in transport assets.

As

businesses like these developed, the ability to handle large volume of product
efficiently and effectively, became obvious.
Handling greater volumes of anything gives an organisation access to
economies of scale, but more importantly in transport, economies of utilisation.
In any transport sector (air travel, pipelines, trucking, to sea cargo), economies of
utilisation are vital.
In order to sustain profit at levels that allow for replacement, transport assets must
be used very frequently. In a manufacturing business, it is possible to make more
product than is required immediately and store any additional manufacturing
capacity (in the form of finished goods) as inventory – in the hope of a future
sale.
Transport does not have this attribute – capacity is temporal. So, should a plane
depart an airport with 80 per cent of the seats sold, the unused capacity (20 per
cent) can not be stored for future sale.
Managing imbalances is also another particular challenge for transport
providers. For instance, it may be possible to send three full truckloads of product
from Sydney to Brisbane; however, it may only be possible to send one truck
back to Sydney full. The others return empty – so who pays?
This creates somewhat of a dilemma – frequently in the “back loading” port,
competition for any transport task to return a truck to its base port, can be very
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vigorous. It is not unheard for transport providers to quote rates that only recover
the cost of the fuel required for the return leg.
Specialised transport tasks tend to require specialised transport equipment. Fuel
tankers, cement, sugar cane, refrigerated goods all require special equipment.
This specialisation usually implies greater capital investment in equipment – this
tends to reduce flexibility in the type of commodity that can be carried.
Specialisation can also assure that there is no opportunity to find a paying
“round trip” for the vehicles or equipment. For instance, once a cement truck
has delivered its load, it cannot be reloaded to bring any goods back to the
cement factory. Petrol tankers go out full and return empty whilst milk tankers
must do just the opposite.
Furthermore, if a business is seasonal, there will be times when many assets sit
idle. However, maintenance tasks and leasing costs must still be met. Cane trains
and trucks are a little like milk tankers (out empty back full) but these transport
assets are utilised only for about five months of the year.
This is very similar to the transport task for Greenlife. There is a very marked
seasonal peak, the product is perishable, and the nature of the packaging
makes it hard to handle and easy to damage. These characteristics greatly
contribute to the requirement for specialised ancillary equipment, the trolley,
stillage or the pallet cage. In turn, this consumes more capital.
At the commencement of this project in July 2008, the cost of fuel and the
additional fuel surcharges imposed by transport carriers were a particular point
of dissatisfaction for transport users. According to Fuel Watch, the average cost
per litre of diesel in metropolitan areas was $1.88. This is the highest price that
diesel has achieved since Fuel Watch commenced records in 2001.
The graph in Figure 18 indicates the average metropolitan diesel price since
January 2007. By December 2008 it had dropped, almost 30 per cent from the
July high, to $1.35 per litre.
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Figure 18: Average Metro price of Diesel (c.p.l) Jan-2007 to Dec-200871
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The current trend appears to be downward, however, caution is required. An
historical time-series from January 2001 to December 2008 (see Figure 19)
suggests that the current downward trend may be a temporary trough in a long
term positive (upward) linear trend.
Simply put, the current downward pressure on fuel prices may be very short-lived.
Currently the average price has fallen for five consecutive months. This has only
happened once before since Fuel Track recording commenced – in the period
from Jun 2006 to February 2007 when the price dropped for nine consecutive
months.
Given all these factors, the “problems” in the industry, are greatly influenced by
perspective … whether one is the consignor (sender), consignee (receiver), or
transport provider.
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Source Fuel Watch. Available at http://www.fuelwatch.wa.gov.au/prices/dsp_hist_avg.cfm
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Figure 19: Average Metro price of Diesel (c.p.l) Jan-2001 to Dec-200872
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6.9.1

The Senders View

It is fair to say that Senders (and receivers for that matter), have very little
empathy for transport providers. In turn, many transport providers appear to
have little respect for the business acumen of many of their customers.

This

situation is not uncommon, in many industries.
For example, the relationship in Victoria between Bunnings and their 3PL is only
superficially understood by many of the organisations that the consultants
interviewed. The authors of this report do not make any declaration regarding
the business or its managers. However, representatives of Bunnings in Victoria
have expressed satisfaction at the quality of the service provided. Furthermore, it
appears that a great deal of thought and capital has been invested in the
business. The facility in southern Melbourne, (Heatherton) has been purpose built
and equipped to handle large volumes, quickly.
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The services provided go beyond the simple transport of product from A to B.
The 3PL receives product from a range of producer nurseries. They consolidate
the various products into location and shop lots whilst, checking quantity and
quality.
The product is delivered on stillages that are designed, owned and maintained,
by the 3PL (see 6.7.5 for details). On delivery, usually at appointed times and on
prescribed days, the 3PL also provides merchandising staff, to ensure the
product is presented correctly on the shop floor. Bunnings do not make inwards
goods check – the 3PL is entrusted with this task. This means that Bunnings pays
for product based on the count made by the 3PL, at the distribution centre.
Effectively, the 3PL has removed the duplication of this process at every delivery
point.
Much has been made of the methods of calculating freight charges for this
service. The majority of suppliers are charged on “a percentage of invoice
value”, rather than “on an activity-based cost”.
In principal, the consultants would strongly countenance against the former
method. It is clearly an opaque method of recovering costs. The value of the
goods bears little relationship to service provided.
In practice, however, this is a very efficient method of calculating prices and
recovering costs. Given the astonishing variety of pot sizes and the even greater
variety of plants and plant sizes, developing an activity-based model would not
be a trivial task.

In fact, the costs of maintenance and operation of such a

system may outweigh the benefits, for those that produce rare, exotic and
expensive plants. Fortunately, such plants are not a main feature of Bunnings’
product offering.
It should also be pointed out that major retailers all over the world use this or
similar methods to calculate common trade practices including, volume rebates,
promotional fees, distribution fees, etc.
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Neither of these factors make “percentage based” a fair method of cost
calculation; and suppliers to large retail often feel unfairly treated. However, the
widespread nature of this behaviour perhaps reflects the dynamic of the
relationships and clearly indicates where the power lies.
Unfortunately, this lack of empathy regularly results in a lack of understanding
and appreciation of the roles, responsibilities and strengths of each supply chain
participant. There is rarely a winner when this situation develops, and with a few
notable exceptions, lack of empathy appears highly developed in Greenlife.
Major senders, especially those with a private fleet, tend to take an entirely
different view to the smaller sender.
Larger businesses understand the vital role that transport plays in the supply
chain.

Private fleet owners are acutely aware of the costs associated with

transport, and importantly, the drivers of cost.
The consultants completed a project for a large fleet owner in mid 2004 that
included the development of an activity-based costing model for the fleet. At
that time, fuel represented 8 per cent of the operating costs73 of the vehicle.
Since that time, all costs have changed, and fuel was relatively inexpensive,
averaging $0.935 during the review period.
If we crudely increase fuel to the $1.88 per litre seen in August 2008, fuel
becomes almost 15 per cent of operating costs – at $1.35, fuel represents over 11
per cent of operating costs. While this is a very crude example, it gives some
idea of the impact on fuel on transport company cost structures.
The information in Table 12 is taken from the annual accounts of Australia’s
largest transport company, Toll Holdings Limited (Toll). Their average Net Profit
after Tax (NPAT) over the past ten years is 3.7 per cent. Historically, this is typical
for major transport operations in Australia.

Operating Costs include finance, insurance, registration, communications, fuel, lubes, tyres, maintenance, labour, uniforms and labour oncosts.
The above example specifically excludes overhead and profit.
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Table 12: Toll Holdings Revenue and NPAT 1999 to 200874

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Revenue
($M)
$ 1,329
$ 1,384
$ 1,638
$ 2,086
$ 2,603
$ 3,314
$ 3,782
$ 4,901
$ 4,857
$ 5,605

NPAT
($M)
$
30
$
40
$
50
$
75
$
107
$
173
$
199
$
243
$
34
$
254

NPAT%
2.3%
2.9%
3.0%
3.6%
4.1%
5.2%
5.3%
5.0%
0.7%
4.5%

Anecdotally, privately held companies tend to fare better, but only rarely does
NPAT get into double digits. The NPAT range of these businesses, if well managed
tends toward a range of 6 to 8 per cent.
Many small nursery operators care little for these fundamental facts of transport.
Fewer still will be aware of them, and may even see them as irrelevant.
However, this explains why fuel surcharges exist and why transport companies do
what they do.

6.9.2

The Receivers View

In reality, there is only one large receiver – Bunnings. As outlined earlier, they use
two different materials handling techniques, but their terms of trade do not differ
greatly, state by state.
“All key supply partners with Bunnings trade electronically through ecommerce and all products purchases are fully barcoded. All suppliers
also participate in Bunnings Wood Procurement Policy to ensure that all
timber-based products are sourced legally and in an environmentally
responsible manner.”75
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Source Annual Reports of Toll Holdings Limited available at: http://www.toll.com.au/annualreport.html
Source: Bunnings Supplier Web pages, available at: http://www.bunnings.com.au/contact-us_for-our-suppliers.aspx
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Bunnings have developed BITS (Bunnings Internet Trading System) as … “the
transport medium used to facilitate the sending and receiving of electronic
documents between Bunnings and our suppliers in order to reduce the cost of
trading with each other.”76
The Bunnings web site also provides policy documents that include:
 Visitors Guide,
 A safety guide for visitors to a store.
 Job Safety Assessment,
 Instructions for adjustment of beams & shelving, the use of pallet
jacks and forklifts, stacking shelves and lifting, use of knives,
chemicals, power tools, ladders, personal protective equipment.
 Vendor Instore Support Guide,
 Outlines the roles and responsibilities of suppliers and Bunnings
personnel with regards to ordering, merchandising, stock
management, etc.
 Telnet Ordering System,
 A vendor’s user guide for the Telnet automated ordering system.

The message is clear; Bunnings’ core business is retail – not ordering, or
merchandising, or transport. While they do acknowledge the importance of all
theses activities, the role of a “team member” at a Bunnings store is to provide
customer service and sell … not to unload trucks, not to pack shelves, not to fill
out orders. The prevailing view tends to be that the more time they spend on
these functions, the less time they spend with customers.
Whether or not this is fair, is a qualitative judgement, the result of which is largely
irrelevant. This is the view of Bunnings; this is the way they choose to do business.
A supplier is not forced to do business with Bunnings, but must comply with these
policies if they wish to do so.
Similar terms of trade with other major retailers such as Coles, Woolworths, K-Mart,
Ikea, and Mitre-10, exist even where they are not published on web-sites.
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Source: Bunnings BITS Web pages, available at http://online.bunnings.com.au/bits/
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Independent retailers, on the other hand, are quite different. Many do not have
web sites. Those that do are very obviously aimed at consumers and tend not to
have information for suppliers.

However, discussion with some of the larger

enterprises indicated that terms of trade do exist and are becoming increasingly
more sophisticated.
It is no longer enough to provide plants; the mature retailer wants barcodes,
electronic transfer of data and reduced human intervention. They want orders
consistently, on time and presented in a manner that minimises handling and
enhances “saleability”. They are working hard, and in some cases with great
patience, to get these outcomes but are still experiencing resistance. They are
now developing a willingness to terminate relationships with unco-operative
suppliers.

The consultants believe that this trend will continue amongst the

advanced independent retailers.
There is a plethora of small, unsophisticated, single site retailers all over the
country. The farther one travels from the urban areas, the smaller and less
sophisticated they tend to become. As discussed earlier (see section 6.6.3) these
businesses are in an unenviable position.
Nevertheless, they seem to be able to order what they want, in any quantity they
want, and get it, pretty much when they want it. Given the size of many of these
businesses, and the relative size of their orders, they receive a level of service
that is truly extraordinary.
However, they consistently protest about the high cost of transport. Of course,
the transport cost may well be high, particularly in relation to the relatively low
order values. We are of the opinion, that many of the smaller retailers do not
have an appreciation of all the activities, and importantly the high fixed cost
component of those activities, that are necessary in order to successfully fulfil
their requirements.

While empathy may not be important, this lack of

understanding cannot be good for their business.
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Many supply chains involve a consolidation step, which is best understood as the
“distribution centre (DC)” function. Many “Less than a load” suppliers can deliver
goods to a central hub, at which their various products are delivered out to
customers. In the case of Bunnings in Victoria, as above, the customers are the
various Bunnings retail stores. In other sectors of the nursery and garden industry,
the consolidation process is undertaken at the transport company dept, as in
Figure 7.
In the past, distribution centres were known as warehouses, because they held
inventory against possible future order requirements. Modern technology
enables inventory to be minimised, leading to cross-docking, where incoming
goods are transferred almost directly onto outgoing transport. It also enables the
DC to be bypassed altogether in instances where a retail outlet is ordering a full
load from a supplier.
The consultants heard some suggestions about the possibility of the NGI
establishing distribution centres as a service. It was suggested that this might
assist independent retailers, who do not want to receive multiple separate
deliveries. While it may be useful to investigate the feasibility of this approach,
the consultants recommend that this be treated as a low-order priority because
such an initiative would address the symptoms of the problem, not the
underlying

causes.

Once

these

causes

are

addressed,

the

operating

environment should change radically and no longer justify NGI intervention.

6.9.3

The Transport Providers View

Notwithstanding the above, like many smaller wholesale nurseries, the condition
of many smaller transport companies suggests that little capital is available for
re-investment.

Again, there is little evidence of investment in automation,

information systems are extremely unsophisticated (see Figure 20), and the
general condition of much plant and machinery indicates under-investment.
Similarly, these are not the most attractive of workplaces. There are of course
exceptions, but these again, are in the minority.
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Figure 20: An Example of an Equipment Tracking System

As mentioned earlier, the lack of standards in materials handling equipment (see
section 6.7) has resulted in transport companies (and many nurseries) investing
heavily in ancillary equipment (trolleys, cages, pallet-systems and even pot trays,
as evidenced in Figure 20.). An unfortunate aspect of this is that the industry is
moving further and further away from a standard, which is precisely the opposite
of what is required.
A further unfortunate aspect is that the equipment is designed and built for
transport requirements, not supply chain requirements. This ensures that the
trolley is incompatible with all users’ requirements. The loading and unloading of
trucks is fast and efficient, at the expense of almost every other supply chain
activity!
There is little appreciation of the capital that some transport companies have
invested in equipment for the industry. Generally, there is little co-operation in
ensuring the effective and efficient use of the equipment.

Examples of

wholesalers and retailers using other company’s equipment for extraordinarily
long durations are rampant. Outright theft and attempted theft (or “long term
borrowing without the owners consent”) is legion.
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Transport companies have indicated the following behaviours as common:
 Increasing the size of despatches without notifying the transport
carrier;
 This severely disrupts load planning and optimisation (where it
occurs).
 Including product in the consignment that is not on the invoice;
 Over suppling product and not getting paid for it may be a simple
error; attempting to avoid the transport cost is attempted fraud.
This is an indictable offence.
 Invoice product that is not in the consignment;
 Under supplying product and getting paid for it may also be a
simple error, it is also dishonest and illegal.
 Accepting orders that are outside transport cut-off times;
 Knowingly doing this and expecting transport companies to cope
is unconscionable. It has the potential to ensure that a truck
departs behind schedule, potentially making every order late.
 Making deliveries into the depot after cut-off times;
 Similar outcome to the previous point.
 Ordering below minimum charge fees;
 A problem, predominately seen with small retail nurseries. They
know there is a minimum transport charge (e.g. minimum number
of trays or pots per order) but don’t order enough to optimise the
fee.

These behaviours are not conducive to smooth business relationships.
Transport companies are not without fault. They are, generally, very poor at
communicating with their client base. Their terms and conditions of trade are,
generally, poorly written (where they exist). The consultants have seen examples
that are ambiguous, overly legalistic or the text so small and light in colour that
the intention must be to dissuade a normal person from reading it.
In many cases, transit times are not specified. Where additional fees may apply
they are not always accurately quoted.

Almost all require that the client

manually complete a paper based “book in sheet”.

In short, the level of

professionalism in the sector leaves a lot to be desired.
Despite all this, they still appear to provide an acceptable level of service at
rates that appear more than reasonable, for the services they provide.
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Those transport companies that are faced with long hauls, are now faced with
Chain of Responsibility (CoR)77 and Fatigue Management (FM)78 legislation. This
will have the most impact on organisations that are remote from capital cities,
be they producer, wholesaler or retailer.

The initial obvious impact will see

transport prices increase and/or service levels decrease.
Some specialised Greenlife carriers have begun to address these issues.
Unfortunately, in doing so, they have done so, primarily in their interests. For
instance, some areas of the country will only be served if the product is “packed
in stackable cartons and large pots loose on pallets”.79 The reasons cited for this
include rising fuel costs, legislation (CoR and FM) and the non-recoverable
expense of retrieving equipment, (trolleys, trays, etc.) from country locations.
It is obvious that much of this cartonised freight will be carried on general freight
services, rather than specialised Greenlife service. Transport companies claim
that the volumes, combined with fuel costs and the impact of CoR and FM
regulations, makes specialised plant transport into these areas unviable.
Transport companies are wary, particularly of CoR. In September 2008, it was
reported that an international freight forwarder was fined $49,500 plus costs,
under this legislation80. This was despite the fact that the freight forwarder did
not actually carry out the transport task, but hired another company to do so. In
the same report, a transport company was fined $300,000 for “width and
loading” offences.
These are significant issues … for the industry. Few in the industry, excluding
carriers, are supportive of using cardboard cartons.

The North Queensland

Branch of the Nursery & Garden Industry Queensland (NGIQ) discussed transport
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For general information see :
http://www.transport.qld.gov.au/Home/Industry/Freight_and_heavy_vehicles/Heavy_vehicles/National_compliance_and_enforcement_bill/Chain_o
f_responsibility/
78 For general information see: http://www.transport.qld.gov.au/Home/Industry/Freight_and_heavy_vehicles/Heavy_vehicles/Fatigue_management/
79 The document was given to the consultants provide the source and reference remained confidential.
80 See: http://www.tandlnews.com.au/news/article/BESQGSDMBV
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issues at a meeting on September 15th, 2008. The meeting resolved the
following81:
 Cartons were rejected in favour of trays;
 Trolleys and Bins were rejected in favour of Cages and Pallets;
 The transportation of plants by general freight companies was
rejected in favour of specialised transport operators;
 Cages need to be supplied by the transport operator to ensure
consistency of supply and maintenance.

The rejection of cartons, in favour of trays is understandable. The introduction of
a range of cartons, yet more ancillary equipment, is not desirable. Furthermore,
the consultants have direct employment experience in transport and can vouch
for the unsuitability of cartons.
General freight services have a long history of unsuccessfully transporting plants
and an equally unmeritorious record as specialised plant transporters. The fact
that the nation’s largest transport companies continue to be indifferent to the
Greenlife sector is telling.
Rejecting trolleys (and bins) in favour of cages (and pallets) seems to defy the
national trend for smaller organisations. However, this is probably indicative of
the great distances that product from this area travels. The distance from Cairns
to Brisbane is similar to the distance from Brisbane to Melbourne.
Expecting transport operators to take responsibility for the material handling
equipment requirements of the industry is, at best, disingenuous and at worse,
dangerous. The industry, at some point, needs to address this problem.
The industry’s inability to address this problem - commissioning research reports
and then ignoring them does not qualify as addressing the problem – is fast
becoming a core problem, of very large proportions.
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Minutes of NGIQ Transport and Logistics Meeting, Riverview Tavern 15th Sep 2008.
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The lack of a material handling standard in pots, trays, trolley and cages is
limiting the efficiency of producers, transporters and retailers. There is a very real
danger that Bunnings will, one day, decided on a national standard, for doing
business with producers and transporters. If they do, this will become the de
facto national standard.
It will be a standard that prioritises their requirements, not the wider industry
need. This is not a criticism – it is a function of their corporate duty to their
shareholders. It has the potential, given the mass and scope of their business, to
make trolleys or cages redundant.
This being the case, the owners of the chosen system will flourish. The others will
face a considerable conversion expense. This conversion expense may well
extend beyond the loading dock. It could easily go right back into the
production nursery, rendering current design and layout uneconomic. It may
also have similar effects in the independent retail sector; requiring re-design and
layout of retail spaces to effectively cope with an imposed standard.
It will most certainly have a dramatic impact on transport. Given that transport
companies currently supply much of the equipment, a switch from one system to
another has the potential to completely eradicate the value of these assets.
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7

Review of Supply Chain/Logistics Literature

A wealth of Australian and overseas information exists on topics relevant to this
project. About one hundred articles, reports, manuals and leaflets are listed in
the bibliography (Appendix F). Many of these were obtained through the
Growsearch service, available to all industry participants for a small fee. A dozen
NGIA-produced Nursery Papers also contain related advice and information.
This section summarises the key findings from this review, in accordance with the
scope of the project. It does not comprise a full review of the technical literature,
(such as operations research).

7.1

Supply Chain

Ten years ago, the results of a major review of supply chain management in the
nursery industry were published82. This was followed by a project to develop an
implementation plan. This plan included a well-developed case for improving
key activities such as transport and the use of e-commerce. The potential
benefits applied across the industry.83
These reports have greatly informed the current investigation, since many of the
observations made a decade ago still apply. Rather than re-invent these
findings, the consultants have aimed to understand how the industry context has
changed since 1999. They have also looked at possible factors behind the failure
to adopt Kneebone’s recommendations. This has involved a particular focus on
industry structure and approaches to planning, training and communication, as
well as investigating some overseas industry situations.
For example, an area of concern relates to the 2006 Nursery Skills Survey
(discussed further at section 7.3). The option for respondents to select supply
chain management as an area of improvement was not provided!
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Kneebone,M. (1999) NY97047 Nursery industry supply chain analysis. Horticulture Australia Limited.
Kneebone,M. (2001) NY99038 Nursery supply chain improvement program. Horticulture Australia Limited.
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Looking overseas, the UK industry recently completed a study of the situation
there84, kindly provided to the consultants by HTA. This comprehensively
benchmarks the industry performance against European nursery industry
competitors

as

well

as

other,

unrelated,

industries

in

the

UK.

The

recommendations include the need to improve service levels to customers as
well as attacking waste through use of lean management principles (see below).
Cooperation through networks and hubs is seen as essential for the survival of
smaller enterprises.
Finally, a series of articles by Kossoff85,86 provide an excellent overview to the
concept of supply chain management as a means to build a competitive
advantage for a horticultural business. While written for a UK audience, the
lessons are universal and particularly useful regarding the requirements of large
chain stores in terms of overall service.

7.2

Benchmarking

A key issue in this project has been the lack of comparative data on cost
structures in the industry. This can be obtained through benchmarking or ActivityBased Costing (ABC). Other approaches include Six Sigma and Lean
Management87, which focus on eliminating steps that fail to add value.
The industry did invest in a benchmarking project88 in the late 1990s, although
participation was limited to about 150 of the 6000 nursery businesses at that time.
While the report itself is very brief, a series of informative Nursery Papers were
published, revealing some of the key costs for businesses. One of these relates to
comparisons between Australian and New Zealand89 costs, while another
compares Australian nurseries with those in the US90. Some benchmarking is said
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ADAS (2007) UK Ornamental Horticulture - Supply Chain Management. Defra/HDC/HTA

85 Kossoff (2007) Supply chain rules. Horticulture Week December 6, 2007 http://www.hortweek.com
86 Kossoff (2007) The supplier's best weapon. Horticulture Week. 7 February 2008
87 Fisher (2008) Lean horticulture can improve your business. Nursery Management & Production, August
88 Brown (2000) NY97014 - Financial performance benchmarking for retail and wholesale nurseries throughout Australia. Horticulture Australia Limited
89 NGIA (1999) International inter-firm comparisons yield interesting results. NGIA
90 NGIA (1997) Benchmark study highlights labour and management shortfalls. NGIA
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to be undertaken through the AGCAS scheme, as well as through membership
of GCA (Garden Centres of Australia).
Some of the Australian data also informed the supply chain analysis
commenced by Kneebone in 199791,92. Using Kneebone’s assumptions, a 2004
Cost Benefit analysis93 by HAL quantified the benefits to the industry as a whole
from supply chain improvements. This model estimated industry cost savings of
$15m per annum, based on full adoption over a 20 year period, less $1.5m p.a.
costs of adoption, based on an estimate of 10% (in the absence of
implementation cost data).
The consultants conclude that the estimated cost savings are likely to be
unreliable, given the age of the data and extent of assumptions made.

In

addition, the enormous diversity within the industry tends to devalue any such
“whole of industry” estimates.
Individual enterprises tend to be more engaged by the reality of their own
situation and still tend to have a poor understanding of costs. This implies that
there are factors preventing engagement with available information. Although
Activity Based Costing is referred to in NY99038, there is little data provided.
Furthermore, the consultants have been unable to access any recent ABC data
during their discussions with industry.
Section 7.3 summarises the breadth of training and extension resources
developed and provided by the industry association and by others. However, it
should be noted that there is no recent data available on comparative costs in
the industry. The American Nursery and Landscape Association (ANLA) have
published more recent data.94
Another less objective approach to benchmarking is the overseas study tour.
Several reports are available, which mostly provide “soft” information such as

91 Kneebone, M (1999) NY97047 Nursery industry supply chain analysis, Horticulture Australia Limited
92 Kneebone, M (2001) NY99038 Nursery supply chain improvement program, Horticulture Australia Limited
93 AEC Group (2004) Quantifying the Return on Investment from HAL Supported R&D Projects: Detailed TBL Evaluation of HAL Projects, cost benefit - Volume II Final Report, Horticulture Australia Limited
94 ANLA (2003) WNGA (Wholesale Nursery Growers) Cost of Doing Business Report. ANLA
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observations about nursery practices or marketing developments. Such tours
appear to provide significant benefits for the participants. However, they could
also provide much greater value to the wider industry. This might involve followup research to validate some of the interesting observations such as:
“Australian nursery operators were considered to be as advanced in the
introduction of new automated equipment or as innovative in the
operation and development of their businesses.
“The adoption of new technology was not widespread in the businesses
visited. The surplus of high quality loyal and cheap labour and efficiencies
of the employees has not warranted use of automation and technology”.
95

This would better inform the Australian industry regarding the true scope for
improvement.

7.3

Business Training

The Nursery and Garden industry has placed a high priority on training over the
past decade, with a very large levy investment into IDOs and Garden Centre
Development Officers (now Business Development Officers -BDOs).
Clearly, these personnel have a key role in identifying training needs and
coordinating training programs. The consultants are aware that HAL has been
reviewing the role of IDOs across all industries for some time, but have not had
access to any reports in this regard.
The NGIA commissioned a review of the industry’s information needs in 2000.96,
This was fairly broad-ranging and recommended the development of business
training materials by NGIA and delivery by IDOs. The study did not extend to
producing a communications/information plan for the industry. Clearly, any such

95 NY02038 USA nursery learning tour
96 Dignam (2001) NY00017 Nursery industry information needs study. Horticulture Australia Limited.
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plan would need to cater for the different needs between the many different
sectors, including wholesale, retail and landscape.
A further review, specific to business training needs, was undertaken in 200597.
This involved an extensive survey and resulted in a strategic plan and action
agenda. The report provides useful insights into what industry participants see as
their key training needs, with the most important being:






Business Planning;
Staff recruitment and retention;
Cost identification and tracking (Production nurseries);
Financial performance monitoring;
Market Planning.

The report also identified some of the barriers and drivers for participants to
undertake training and the role of the industry association.
In 2006, NGIA initiated a major survey98 of training and skill needs within the
industry. This was focussed on staff training needs and issues with training
providers, such as TAFE, over the quality of teaching. (The TAFE Futures report was
also published in 2006). The NGIA study identified serious concerns over the
shortage of middle level supervisors/managers. However, most business
owners/managers spend less that $500 per head per annum, on staff training.
NGIA commissioned a review99 of available training which, together with the
National Skills Survey, was used to develop a National Training Plan100. This plan
recognises the role of external training providers and the need to engage with
them. It also proposes a national approach to training delivery by NGIA. It looks
at training in a broad context, but appears to have more emphasis on training in
operational skills rather than business skills or high-level technical skills.

97 Colley (2006) NY04005 Business Management Needs in the Nursery and Garden Industry. Horticulture Australia Limited
98 NGIA (2006) NGIA National Skills Survey summary report. NGIA
99 NGIA (2006)NY06019 Industry training & recognition. Horticulture Australia Limited
100 NGIA (2006) Training Plan 2006 and Beyond. NGIA
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NGIA has a range of training information available101, including training modules
which appear to address some, but by no means all, of the business skills gaps
identified in this report. These include Business Planning and Costing for Profit.
Other business training materials addressing key skills gaps are listed in the
bibliography and include a range of Nursery Papers:
 Understanding distribution channels and product categories
 Improving efficiencies within the nursery industry
 Knowing your business costs

Finally, the training, manuals and other resources for the NIASA and AGCAS
programs may have the potential to deliver improved business skills. However,
this is not apparent at the moment. The main focus is on compliance with, and
recognition of, best management practice. This is crucial in terms of a wide
range of production and retailing practices, but does not appear to extend to
practices such as supply chain mapping; demand forecasting and activity
based costing. Although, some benchmarking is apparently undertaken, through
AGCAS.
There is also scope for these programs to address key areas of business risk
relating to regulatory compliance, including OHS, Environment, Biosecurity
Transport and IR issues. Some of these regulations carry very heavy penalties. A
well-planned, integrated approach could result in business efficiencies, through
improved supply chain management, while also ensuring compliance. A current
example is the new CoR regulations for long-haul transport – inefficient ordering,
despatch

or

receiving

systems

that

delay

trucks

could

have

serious

consequences for all parties in the chain. This is particularly true if there is a road
accident.

101 http://www.ngia.com.au/training/training_recognition.asp
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7.4

Despatch

The most significant Australian work in this area was funded by the nursery
industry pot levy in 1994102. This identified despatch operations as a major source
of costs:
“Completed in 1997, the research identified savings of up to 67% (7.65
cents per pot) in plant picking and up to 73% (26.61 cents per pot) in
detailing, which was found to be the most expensive dispatch operation.
Savings could be made by implementing a range of measures including
replacing hand-loading with industry standard trolleys to load delivery
trucks, by replacing wax trays with standard plastic trays.103”
A comprehensive extension program was implemented to encourage adoption
of dispatch efficiencies. This included articles, nursery papers, a video and no
doubt also involved demonstrations and presentations.
As mentioned previously in section 6, the consultants found plenty of evidence of
dispatch systems that fall short of these ten-year old guidelines. The consultants
understand that best practice in dispatch is not assessed under the NIASA
program. It may be appropriate to reconsider this, as well as establishing
updated benchmarks

for dispatch operations, given the advances in

technology over the past decade.

7.5

E-commerce

E-commerce is a term that may be defined broadly:
“…e-commerce is associated with the buying and selling of information,
products, and services via computer networks …”104
…or more narrowly:
“Selling online, with or through a website, or by means of email”105

102 Radajewski, Gaydon (1997) NY403 Nursery mechanisation for increased profit. Horticulture Australia Limited
103 NY403 HAL website summary. http://www.horticulture.com.au/Project_Result/project_result.asp
104 http://www.e-commerceeducation.com/
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An important e-commerce project was commissioned in 2005106. This work was
mostly focussed on Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), the business-to-business
(B2B) exchange of data.
E-commerce or electronic commerce is usually subdivided into B2B, B2C
(business to customer) and C2C (customer to customer: auctions and
information portals). Much more demanding — and not usually served by
off-the-shelf software — is e-business or electronic business, where IT is
applied to all aspects of company's operations. Systems applied in ebusiness include CRM (customer resource management), ERP (enterprise
resource planning), SFM (sales force management), SCM (supply chain
management) and EP (electronic procurement).107
The trigger for this work was the fact that many suppliers of allied garden
products were being driven by large multiples to comply with B2B requirements,
aiming for paperless transactions through barcode scanning (and, ultimately,
remote scanning through RFID108) of incoming and outgoing goods. This provided
an opportunity for the Greenlife sector to consider the implications of applying ecommerce to plants and to learn from fellow industry participants.
A multi-sector Greenlife Industry E-commerce Group (GEIG) was established as a
subset of the Hardware Industry Working Group. After an information gathering
phase, (involving an industry-wide survey), a B2B Awareness Program was
developed:
“…to build knowledge and confidence in the industry to take on
opportunities to engage in B2B and benefit from electronic trading.”109
The awareness program included workshops, (59 attendees from 29 retail or
wholesale nurseries, as well as chain stores, allied products and service
providers).

105 http://www.e-commerce-digest.com
106 Thawley, C (2007) NY05025 Building B2B e-commerce awareness and competence in the Greenlife industry. Horticulture Australia Limited.
107 Source: http://www.e-commerce-digest.com
108 Rodda (2006) Will RFID change the nursery business?. Nursery Management & Production June 2006 p47,50
109 http://www.hiwg.org.au/Greenlife/GIEGProjects/tabid/78/Default.aspx
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Although NGIA personnel were observers at the GEIG, the project was not
funded by the pot levy and it appears that NGIA may have decided to allow
commercial forces to drive the implementation of e-commerce. Certainly, major
chains such as Bunnings have defined own standards for e-commerce
compliance.
However, taking a broader definition of e-commerce, it is clear that most industry
members are failing to capture the benefits of computer technology, as applied
to supply chain management. This is recognised in a recent report from RMIT,
which surveyed the broader horticultural industry in Australia. Of 92 responses,
13% were nursery enterprises. While from a small sample, one overall conclusion
bears repeating:
“The majority of respondents expect the government and horticulture
industry associations to provide incentives, set e-business norms and
practices and play active roles in promoting e-business." 110
Therefore, any training plan should consider this view. It should also be noted that
in the NGIA industry skills survey of 2006, the only topic option bearing any
relation to e-commerce was “Business Technology”. Only 17% rate this as a high
(“Top Five”) priority now, although 24% rate it as a high future priority (not far
behind the highest “future priority”, water recycling at 32%).
In the UK, the Horticultural Trades Association (HTA) has established the
Horticultural Electronic Business Exchange (HEBE), whereby:
“All garden centres, garden retail businesses, landscapers, growers &
suppliers to the garden trade can use Hebe™ to trade electronically.” 111
This review has not attempted to present a full picture of the information
available on the use of IT in modern business management. However, some
nursery industry-specific software products are covered in section 7.6.

110 Molla, Peszynski (2008) E-business diffusion in Australia's Horticulture supply chain, RMIT School of Business Information Technology report
111 http://www.hebe.org.uk/hta/edi/icomconnect/index.html
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7.6

Software

Identification and review of software for nursery business management was
beyond the scope of this project. However, a few useful references have
emerged. In particular, a comprehensive survey and analysis was undertaken in
2000. 112
While this information would be outdated in terms of the rate of change of IT
capabilities, many of the basic principles and applications described are still
relevant.
Other references in the bibliography include articles about particular software
products. One in particular relates to transport scheduling software, but uses a
(UK) nursery client as a case study113. This illustrates the impact that the adoption
of appropriate IT can have on supply chain efficiencies. Many transport
companies are using these tools as a matter of course; to meet customer needs
competitively and to ensure compliance with regulations.

7.7

Production/Mechanisation

Improved handling is a key element of efficient supply chains. It may encompass
many

varied

aspects

including

time

and

motion

studies,

ergonomics,

mechanical aids or full automation. Alongside despatch issues (section 7.4),
mechanisation, (including trolleys - covered in the sections 6.7.4 and 7.8), was a
key area of research by the QDPIF team at Redlands Research Station in the
1990s. This resulted in a report114 (which includes a directory of mechanisation
equipment), as well as an instructional video. However, there appears to have
been little information published since then in Australia, other than an article
about the automation installed at Boomaroo115, which is not a typical nursery.

112 McSweeney, Bailey (2000) NY99042 Nursery Computer Software evaluation. Horticulture Australia Limited
113 Anon (2008) Dudley Horticultural - Descartes routing & scheduling http://www.descartes.com/resources/case_studies/dudley.pdf
114 Radajewski, V (1997) NY128 Identifying opportunities for the improvement of materials handling and production efficiency. Horticulture Australia Limited
115 Thomas (2002) Advanced technology boosts productivity at Boomaroo Australian Horticulture, August
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However, numerous articles have appeared in the US nursery media, covering a
range of mechanisation and materials handling issues, even extending to
robotics. This draws into question again the earlier quote from an Australian
participant on a US study tour claiming a comparative lack of automation in the
US (due to the availability of cheap labour).
It appears that machines to aid in potting are widely used. This may be related
to a research study on the potting process in the late 90s,116 and the related
Nursery Paper.
Again, this is not a comprehensive review of the mechanisation literature, but it
does indicate possible under-investment of time and effort by the Australian
industry to address this key area.
Capital outlay to implement mechanisation is a significant issue for the majority
of small to medium enterprises. Quick-turnover, multiple-crop businesses
producing seedlings and potted colour have a better chance to reap a return
on such investments.

7.8

Trolleys

The consultants do not intend to explore the full history of the introduction of
trolleys into the Australian industry, but provide a brief summary for reference,
together with information on the European/Danish system and the NZ system.
The concept of a “standardised nursery trolley” for the Australian industry was
developed through the QDPIF mechanisation project mentioned in section 7.7.
The engineer/researchers collaborated with various industry participants and
published articles describing the preferred configuration and specifications.117
&118

116 (2001) NY98031 Optimum work methods in the nursery potting process. Horticulture Australia Limited
117 Gaydon, Radajewski (1993) Trolleys the secret of increased efficiency. Australian Horticulture 44-47
118 Anon (1993) Recommended Australian nursery industry standard trolley size. Australian Horticulture, March 1993, 48-49
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NGIA and HAL selected Shadespan Industries to manufacture and provide the
trolleys to the industry and the system was introduced in 1995.119 A later article120
describes a regional arrangement for some south-east Queensland and northern
New South Wales nurseries, who established the Nursery Transplants depot and
transport network, using the trolleys. This article also describes the rationale for
Shadespan Industries preference for leasing, rather than selling, their trolleys.
This preference is also cited as one of several reasons why the Shadespan trolley
failed to gain full industry acceptance. Many other trolleys also came into use
and this situation is described section 6.7.4.
Although the original 1993 article described and illustrated how a national trolley
exchange system should work, it appears that this never eventuated. The
consultants heard many stories of trolleys (and/or their various components such
as shelves) going missing.
Information is also available on the “original” Danish Container Centralen (CC)
trolley, which is widely used all over Europe:
“Founded in 1976, Container Centralen provides 45 million returnable
transport items to the ornamental and edible horticulture industries in 40
countries.” 121
CC has recently piloted the use of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tags as
an aid to tracking and administration.
In New Zealand, concerns about the ability of the Danish design to withstand the
harsher operating environment led to the design of a “standard NZ trolley”. The
NZ NGIA took the step of setting up and managing a trolley supply service, PTL122,
which continues to serve the needs of the industry. An interview with the PTL
administrator and the CEO of NGIA NZ established the following:

119 Lake,J. (1995) Plant trolley system up and running. Australian Horticulture, May 1995, 71-75
120 Lake, J. (2001) Integrated trolley system finally off the ground. Australian Horticulture, March 2001, 59-65
121 http://www.container-centralen.com
122 http://www.ngia.co.nz/about/ptlsystem.php
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 The trolleys are manufactured in NZ by Ezi-Stow to 1236 x 585 x 2000
mm and upgraded from time to time. There are now 2500 trolleys in
use.
 In effect, it operates as a localised system. Most NZ nursery
production is in the north and the majority of the population is also in
the north. Transport costs across the Cook Strait make it too expensive
to bring back empty trolleys, so they stay on the North Island.
 There are two dedicated plant transport operators who are
configured to run the trolleys, using dedicated trucks on established
routes, 25 trolleys to the truck.
 After 10 years, the original trolleys are beginning to incur increased
maintenance costs (damaged wheels and posts).
 They are hired out for a minimum of five years and managed using a
swap system.
 An audit three years ago determined that losses had been negligible.
 There is no tracking system.
 Nursery/hardware chains also generally use the trolleys. In NZ, Mitre 10
is the dominant hardware chain (franchised stores), Bunnings have
only 13 large stores and many smaller ones. The Palmers group
(franchised) and The Warehouse are also major players, both use
trolleys.
 Trolleys are generally used just for the transport step, from the
wholesale despatch dock to the retailer. The retailer swaps empty
trolleys on delivery. There are occasional problem retailers that use
trolleys for on-site display, rather than using the retail display trolley
that is also available from PTL.
 The PTL trolley is not universally used – it has a 25-30% market share.
Some other systems are in use (e.g. for seedlings) some own transport
is used and pallets are also used.

7.9

Other Transport/Logistics systems

This section does not aim to comprehensively review all transport options, but is
designed to draw attention to some of the information in the bibliography. Most
of this research is published for the benefit of the US nursery industry and often
relates to the challenges of continent-wide distribution.
Morgan (2002)123, describes three different transport solutions. Since 1991, the
Oregon Association of Nurserymen (OAN) has been able to share the use of

123 Morgan (2002) In Shipshape. American Nurseryman, July 15, 2002 20 -22
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trucks through a Partial Load Program operated through a website124. While the
industry in Oregon is quite different to anything in Australia, there could be some
lessons in this for regional groups.
The two other solutions described by Morgan relate to racking. The McStack
system was developed by McCorkle Nurseries (current status unknown at time of
writing)125. The E-Z Shipper Racks is an adjustable, pallet-configured shelving
system that is available for one-way hire to many US destinations. On arrival
distributors can disassemble and return the racks to the hire company.126 This also
enables the use of general freight, rather than specialised plant transport.
The US website http://www.greenhousegrower.com is worth visiting in part
because it illustrates some of the new ways that publishers are using to package
information using electronic media. The site also has some contributors that focus
on transport issues. Or example, “The Loading and Unloading Problem”, by
Higham provides a quick overview of current transport options and solutions in
the US, (including E-Z racks) while “Moving Plants Without Losing Profits” by
Tambascio summarises the benefits available from route scheduling software.

124 http://loadview.com/
125 http://www.mccorklenurseries.com/mcstack.htm
126 http://www.ezrack.com/
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8

Recommendations

The analysis above informs the following recommendations. Typically, the sheer
breadth of this type of analysis can make it difficult to identify the key strategic
objectives. To assist with this, it can be helpful to filter issues through the
framework of 1. Information, 2. Coordination and 3. Innovation127. Although these
areas overlap, this framework helps ensure a balanced approach. In this study,
this analysis results in five groups of recommendations.

1. Improve use of
marketplace data

2. Implement Supply
Chain training

Information
3. Optimise NGI role

Coordination Innovation
4. Standardise
Materials handling

5. Stop ignoring
the research

Each specific recommendation has been assessed for Urgency and Importance
and the rationale for this rating is provided. This in turn translates into the
recommended Action Plan (Section 4)

McEvilly,G. (2006) Innovations in chain management – an Australian perspective ISHS Acta Horticulturae 712: IV International Conference on
Managing Quality in Chains - The Integrated View on Fruits and Vegetables Quality

127
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8.1

Information (includes Training)

1.

Review availability and use of marketplace data by the industry

2.

 Undertake activity-based costing (ABC) to identify real costs and
efficiency gains along the chain
 To inform the individual chain members and also assist with
regional and national prioritising.
 Urgency = High, Importance = High
 Regulatory Risk analysis in terms of Environment, OHS, IR, Biosecurity,
Transport etc
 Key responsibility for membership organisations as beyond scope
of SMEs. Base on Turf Industry OHS analysis
 Urgency = Medium. Importance = High.
 Improve Strategic and Tactical market information and analysis
through alignment of data collection and reporting mechanisms
 Industry is well-served through the Market Monitor program, but
there is scope for fine-tuning.
 Urgency = Medium. Importance = High.
Develop and implement industry training on supply chain and marketing

fundamentals.
 Develop and implement communication and training strategies with
strong supply chain skills focus for industry staff
 Improving supply chain awareness and skills among industry
leaders is first step to broader implementation.
 Urgency = High, Importance = High
 Establish benchmarking program to determine key areas for
performance improvement, including overseas comparisons
 To inform participating businesses and also assist with regional and
national prioritising.
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = Medium
 Build assessment of supply chain management competency and
training needs into existing NGI programs such as NIASA
 The industry appears to be well-served with business management
programs, but these do not yet address the fundamentals of
supply chain management
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High
 Compile existing generic supply chain management training
resources and evaluate for nursery industry use.
 To avoid re-invention and accelerate availability of training
programs to nursery participants
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High
 Establish Market Threat and Opportunity analysis framework for
nursery industry members in terms of categories, channels,
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demographics, economy, environment, consumer sentiment, for use
at enterprise, regional and national level
 To assist in relating the Market Monitor data to the individual
business context and also to assist with regional and national
prioritising.
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High

8.2
3.

Coordination (includes Systems)
Optimise the role of NGI in overall industry performance
 Review NGIA Strategic Plan and revise if necessary to align with this
study
 Ensures integration of all NGIA activities and assists with allocating
resources
 Urgency = High, Importance = High
 Consolidated NGIA approach to provision of services at regional
level (as per Strategic Plan Objective “To have a strong unified
industry with one voice and identity”.
 Just as improved coordination in the commercial nursery supply
chains can deliver efficiencies, there is scope for improved
coordination between the national and state NGI activities.
 Urgency = High, Importance = High
 Program to identify and achieve industry best practice targets for
advertising stock availability and making/receiving orders
 Currently a bottleneck for timely ordering and despatch. More
information to come from ABC analysis
 Urgency = TBA, Importance = High
 Program to identify and achieve industry best practice targets for
picking and despatch of orders
 Currently a bottleneck for timely despatch. More information to
come from ABC analysis
 Urgency = TBA, Importance = High
 Development of framework for sound Terms of Trade, including
performance standards, which demonstrate value as basis of
business relationships
 Ad hoc arrangements, slow payment, lack of delivery in full on
time (DIFOT) all add costs and frustration. Needs to be backed up
by awareness training, since contract alone will not necessarily
solve issues.
 Urgency = High, Importance = High
 Program to identify and achieve industry best practice targets for
loading/unloading of trucks
 Currently a bottleneck for timely despatch and delivery. More
information to come from ABC analysis
 Urgency = TBA, Importance = Low
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4.

Develop and implement an industry materials handling standardisation

plan.
 Unitisation from pot size to tray, to trolley shelf to truck
 Difficult to achieve, given existing situation plus variety of stock but
could save costs.
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High
 Trolley/cage hire & exchange system comparable with Chep pallet
system. Implementation relies on commercial users, but may be
facilitated by industry working group.
 The missing link to achieving a workable trolley system.
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High
 Or, tracking system to avoid losses of trolleys/cages
 RFID128 tags are being used by at least one transport company to
trace trolleys. Losses are incurred by trolley owners but impact on
whole industry.
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High
 Feasibility analysis of distribution centres (DCs)
 As highlighted in findings, this should be delayed until the
fundamental drivers of inefficiency are addressed. Plant Transport
companies serving groups of nurseries do already act as DCs. This
may be more viable than an industry association-driven DC
 Urgency = Low, Importance = Low

8.3
5.

Innovation (includes Technology)
Stop ignoring the research
 Develop communication strategies to maximise awareness and use
of existing reports, nursery papers, conference presentations, IDOs,
BDOs, training, Growsearch etc
 The industry is well-served with both technical and business
systems information from past studies, as reviewed in this report,
Section 7. Eventual updating may be required, but basic
implementation could occur very quickly.
 Urgency = High, Importance = High
 Detailed review of international best practice plant handling
technology used in production
 Cost, OHS and service level benefits are likely. Priority depends on
ABC results and OHS/labour issues.
 Urgency = TBA, Importance = High
 Establish a consumer-focussed innovation program based on
ongoing monitoring of marketplace and technology developments.

128

Radio Frequency Identification tags (same principle as car tags used for automatic payment on tollways, or implants for pet identification)
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To showcase the role of innovation at all points along the supply
chain in business growth and facilitate future innovation.
 Urgency = High, Importance = Medium
Review management software systems integrating production, sales,
profitability, tracking and traceability including cost benefit and risk
management aspects (such as biosecurity).
 It is good business practice to make the best use of available
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) to improve
efficiency and inform business decisions.
 Urgency = High, Importance = Medium
Review retail nursery sales information and inventory management
systems to inform ordering process
 as above
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High
Establish Automation Program to address OHS and efficiency issues
 To evaluate existing technologies and develop strategies for
adoption
 Urgency = Medium, Importance = High
Review transport technology - including order tracking, load
monitoring and driver safety
 To enable industry to capture benefits from improved transport
technology
 Urgency = Low, Importance = Medium
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In reviewing the Market Monitor report, the following assumptions and observations
are made:
 Any stated weaknesses or omissions are not necessarily indicative of any
underlying flaws in the methodology but may simply be due to
incomplete information in the documents available to the consultants, or
“assumed” knowledge not available to the consultants;
 Any statements made are given only on the information provided in
documents referred to;
 Validity is defined as “the degree to which a study accurately reflects or
assesses the specific concept that the researcher is attempting to
measure”1;
 Reliability is defined as “the "consistency" or "repeatability" of the
“measures”2;
 Relative standard error is defined as “A measure of accuracy of a survey
estimate, formed by the ratio of standard error to the estimate”3

MM Methodology
The use of both secondary and primary data is an established complementary
system of obtaining data inputs. The MM uses an extensive and comprehensive
range of inputs. These include the product category structure as outlined in section
6.0 of the report4 and numerous established market information sources such as the
ABS and Industry publications.
However, it is not clear if any system was used to select and or filter these sources.
Without such clarification, this can give the impression that data sources were
selected based on availability or convenience.
The lack of any qualifiers or selection criteria in section 3.05 is an area of possible
concern. This section lists a wide range of industry specific sources from which
interviews and/or data may be obtained. The following questions seem pertinent to
any study of this nature:
 On what basis were the secondary data sources selected?
 Are they the only sources available?
 Are there any other sources which were considered but discarded?
 What criteria were used to determine the range of industries selected?

1

Writing Guides – Validity and Reliability, http://writing.colostate.edu/guides/research/relval/pop2b.cfm
Research Methods Knowledge Base http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/reliable.php
National Statistical Service
http://www.nss.gov.au/nss/home.nsf/f9e877e28d874408ca257124001311c2/41258e16ed745f26ca2571ab0024610a?OpenDocument
4 The Australian Garden Market Monitor: Overview & Methodology pp-6-7, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2006).
5 The Australian Garden Market Monitor: Overview & Methodology p3, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2006).
2
3



Does this list accurately represent all Garden Industry participants or is
it a selected sub-set of all participants.
 If the latter, on what basis were these participants selected;
 Related to the above point, what was the response rate for each industry
sector?
 Large non-response rates, or even low response rates in specific
sectors, may affect the validity and reliability of the final study.
 How was the number of respondents in each particular sector selected?
 Selected on proportionate stratified basis on size of relevant industry
sales/market share/distribution channel or some other appropriate
measure, disproportionate or quota basis or perhaps convenience
sampling.
 Selection of participants may have implications for validity and
reliability;
 On what basis was the decision made to accept “interviews and or the
provision of data”6.
 In the absence of any further information, the reader may be left with
the impression that whomever agreed to participate were
automatically selected and the decision as to the nature of the data
collected was made on convenience or availability.

Assumptions and Qualifiers
The assumptions and qualifiers listed are fundamentally sound in construction. They
provide an appropriate frame for the reader examining the report. Nevertheless, the
methodology of the report can be significantly strengthened. Listing some of the
additional measures that will be taken to scrutinise data accuracy, apart from
stating “Distribution channel and Product Category reconciliation support this
requirement”7, should be regarded as a necessity.
Statements such as “better planning decisions …making available higher quality and
more accurate data”8 are worthy goals. However, the absence of a formalised
system to verify and quantify these targets may render these statements
meaningless. Where are the internal validity checks?
It is pleasing to see that trend, seasonal and weather effects are explicitly noted.
Could this be expanded perhaps to take into account possible cyclical effects,
especially as it is noted that the project commenced in 1998?

6

Ibid
The Australian Garden Market Monitor: Overview & Methodology p4, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2006).
8 Ibid
7

Market Growth Factors
Factors
The market growth factors identified in section 5.09 appear robust and internally
valid. However, there does not appear to be any stated foundation or source upon
which these factors have been determined and/or their relative importance. It is
noted that the stated market growth drivers are consistently labelled in each years
report and it can only be assumed that these drivers were initially formulated on
original market research data which identified these factors as prime drivers.

It

would strengthen the methodology significantly if a reference or citation could be
inserted to show the original source or study which identified these “drivers”. It would
further strengthen the methodology if it could be demonstrated that the drivers have
not changed fundamentally over the years (or in their composition).
As one example “Petrol price watch … this profile has been included, as household
expenditure on petrol is believed to have an impact on the available discretionary
dollars”.
There is no doubt that petrol prices play a role in available discretionary dollars but its
basis for inclusion is not clearly discussed. In other words, the argument that a
variable (petrol prices) is believed to have an impact on available discretionary
dollars can be equally applied to many competing variables. The rationale behind
selecting any variable needs to be explained (and a proven relationship
demonstrated) to the reader.
The importance or relative weighting of each stated factor would also be of benefit
to the reader. The absence of such information assumes that each factor has equal
importance or weighting.

9

The Australian Garden Market Monitor: Overview & Methodology p5, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2006).

Relative standard error
The methodology states:
“Identify and capture the conventional sources of market information.
(Includes ABS HES outputs, Retail Statistics, Industry Publications, Company
Annual reports, Press Releases, Import Statistics, Consumption drivers (i.e.
weather patterns), Distributor growth plans, Competitor Industry Impacts)”10
Therefore, in conjunction with reviewing the Overview & Methodology, the
consultants also examined relevant ABS data sources11. It is ABS standard practice to
indicate the relative standard error (RSE) of an estimate (figures in ABS reports are
population estimates and not a census of the entire population of businesses). If an
estimate has an RSE greater than 5 per cent an appropriate footnote is appended12.
The footnote symbols used are
 Circumflex accent indicated by “ ^ ”;
 Meaning that the estimate has a relative standard error of 10% to less
than 25% and should be used with caution.
 Asterisk indicated by “ * ”;
 Meaning that the estimate has a relative standard error of 25% to less
than 50% and should be used with caution as they are subject to
sampling variability too high for some purposes.
 Double asterisk indicated by “ ** ”;
 The estimate has a relative standard error greater than 50% and is
subject to sampling variability too high for most practical purpose.
 Em dash indicated by “ — ”;
 Nil or rounded to zero (including null cells)

To put this in context; a tape measure is reliable if it accurately measures the length
of a piece of timber, time and time again.
RSE is somewhat like a tape measure. It is used as an indication of the reliability of the
data. A low RSE (less than 5 per cent) indicates that an estimate is reliable.

As the

RSE increases, the reliability of the estimate decreases, assuming that there are no
other fundamental changes in the methodology used.

10

The Australian Garden Market Monitor: Overview & Methodology p2, FreshLogic: Melbourne (2006).
See Note 7 in report
12 Source: 7121.0 - Agricultural Commodities, Australia, 2006-07, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/7121.02006-07, p30.
11

So, if a tape measure measuring the length of timber keeps giving a different result it
may mean one of the following:
 The tape measure is defective;
 The person operating the tape measure is not using it correctly,
 The piece of timber being measured is not the same piece, every time.

In this case, as the RSE increases it becomes increasingly correct to assume that the
estimate that is being measured is not the same estimate, every time. In other words,
the results lack consistency.
This is of concern if it is intended to replicate or repeat a study on an ongoing basis.
Any study with a high RSE standard error must obviously lead to lower reliability in
future similar studies.
The consultants have reviewed the ABS data in this light and point out the following,
with regard to the most recent ABS data.
In Table 2 (page 6), almost 70 per cent of the estimates had an RSE between 25 and
50 per cent. A quarter of the estimates had an RSE greater between 10 and 25 per
cent.
In Table 3 (page 6), 70 per cent of the estimates had an RSE between 10 and 25 per
cent. The remaining estimates had an RSE between 25 and 50 per cent.
In Table 4 (page 6), 20 per cent of the estimates an RSE between 10 and 25 per cent.
10 per cent of the estimates had an RSE between 25 and 50 per cent and 10 per
cent of the estimates had an RSE greater than 50 per cent.
One of the stated aims of the MM is “better planning decisions …making available
higher quality and more accurate data”13. Using ABS data inputs with a high RSE (25
– 50 per cent) may make it very difficult to achieve the aim.

13

Ibid

Conclusion
The Australian Garden Market Monitor provides a solid foundation for systematic
ongoing data collection. This should enable industry participants to access relevant
and up to date market information through a combination of secondary and
primary data sources.
The concerns raised in this review are more to do with clarification and elaboration
issues rather than a rejection outright of the proposed methodology. In particular,
many of the concerns raised can, in the consultants’ opinion, be overcome by
addressing the questions raised in this section.
A more detailed examination of response rates by industry segment and measures
taken to address any response bias, by sector, would also seem beneficial to
strengthen the validity of the report. Reporting of RSE for each data estimate should
also be considered.
Stated targets and benefits should be able to be quantified and verified otherwise
they run the risk of becoming motherhood statements. Finally, data inputs with
relative standard errors of 25 – 50 per cent, which are subsequently used as decision
making inputs, must be treated with caution as the reliability of such measures must
be questioned.
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Pohlman’s Nursery

Withcott Seedlings

Trolleys

Cages

Stillages

Pallets

Trays and Boxes
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Business
A.S.K. Horticultural Distribution
A.T Eyles
Advantage Plant Production
Alpine Nurseries
Andreasens Green
Andrews Natures Workshop,
Azalea Wholesale Nursery Pty Ltd
Bunnings, NSW
Bunnings, Qld
Bunnings, VIC
Colourwise
Dalby Drive
De Groots Transport
Denby Cycads
Downes Nursery
Eden Nursery
Eden Nursery
Eureka Propagation Nursery
Evergreen
Freshlogic
Garden City Plastics
Gardens R Us
Gardenworld
Greengold
Growsearch Australia
HAL
HAL
Hawkins

Category
Transport
Production Nursery
Production Nursery
Landscape Based Suppliers
Landscape Based Suppliers
Plant Transporters
Category Manager
Retail Chains
Retail Chains
Retail Chains
Production Nursery
Transport
Transport
Production Nursery
Landscape Based Suppliers
Retail nursery
Retail nursery
Production Nursery
Production Nursery
Consultant
Pots & Trays
Retail nursery
Retail Nursery
Retail nursery promotion
group
Information SerVice
Industry Organisation
Industry Organisation
Retail nursery

First
Arnold
Gary
Dyllon
Peter
Tony
Gary
Frank
Bruce
Paul
John
Malcolm
Gary
Rosemary
Lance
Russell
Simon
Mark, Niall Or Ian
Selwyn & Lynette
Michael And Helen
Martin
Brian
Brian
James

Surname
Knight
Eyles
Mcphee
Knox
Green
Andrews
Bilotto
Stanley
Taylor
Dunbabin
Thompson
Andrews
Milbourn
Denby
Downes
Ainsworth
Watson
Berrell
Kelly
Kneebone
Durham
Merrick
Wall

Location
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
Vic
NSW
Qld
Vic
NSW
Vic
Vic
Qld
NSW
NSW
NSW
Qld
Vic
Vic
Qld
NSW
Vic

Richard

Muller

NSW

Janelle
Richard
Stuart
Colin

Dahler
Bennett
Burgess
Johnson

Qld
Vic
Tas
Qld

Business
Jamberoo Nsy
K Mart
Lintons Nursery
Lintons Nursery
Nationwide Trees Pty Ltd
NGIA
NGIA
NGIA NZ
NGINA
NGINA
NGINA
NGIQ
NGIQ
NGIV
NGIV
Nursery Management Systems
Nursery Transplants
Overland
Past NGIA CEO
Plant Trolleys Ltd
Plants Plus (John Danks)
Pohlmans
Redlands Nursery
Rosewood,
Shadespan Industries
Shadespan Industries
Southern Advanced Plants
Swanes

Category
Production Nursery
Retail Chains
Retail nursery
Retail nursery
Production Nursery
Industry Organisation
Industry Organisation
Industry Organisation
Industry Organisation - IDO
Industry Organisation
Training Manager
Industry Organisation - BDO
Industry Organisation
Industry Organisation
Industry Organisation
Software
Plant Transporters
Production Nursery
Industry Organisation
Trolley System
Retail nursery promotion
group
Production Nursery
Production Nursery
Plant Transporters
Trolley System
Trolley System
Production Nursery
Retail nursery

First
Geoff
Bill
Michael
Kevin
Glenn
Sarah
Robert
Allan
Michael
Mike
Bob
John
Don
Alan
Steven
Andy
Mark, Niall Or Ian
Brent
Jolyon
Frances

Surname
Bailey
Wardrobe
Linton
Mankey
Fenton
Mcmahon
Prince
Criglington
Danelon
Skegg
Wynyard
Mcdonald
Scotts
Hollenson
Potts
Cameron
Tallis
Burnett
Palmer

Location
NSW
Vic
Vic
Vic
Vic
NSW
NSW
NZ
NSW
NSW
NSW
Qld
Qld
Vic
Vic
NSW
Qld
NSW
NSW
NZ

Adam

Pearce

NSW

Robert
John
Alexandra And Roger
Errol
Dean
Mark
Finbarr

Pohlman
Bunker
Ambrose
Harrison
Vianello
Jackson
O'Leary

Qld
Qld
NSW
Qld
Qld
Vic
NSW

Business
Tims
Tubestocks Queensland Pty Ltd
UK Horticultural Trades Association
Vella Transport
Vella Transport
Vella Transport
Withcott Seedlings

Category
Retail nursery
Production Nursery
Industry Organisation
Plant Transporters
Plant Transporters
Plant Transporters
Production Nursery

First
Simon
Bill & Marie
Alec
Austin
Charles
Samantha
Nick

Surname
Reid
Watson
Turnbull
Vella
Vella
Vella
Sims

Location
NSW
Qld
UK
NSW
NSW
NSW
Qld
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Title
Australian Garden Market Monitor for year ending 2006 and
2007
Australian Garden Market Monitor for year ending June 2008
CaptureTech’s RFID test for CC successfully concluded
Dudley Horticultural - Descartes routing & scheduling
E-business diffusion in Australia's Horticulture supply chain
Horticultural Electronic Business Exchange (HEBE)
Horticulture Australia Limited 3-year Company Review
Lean horticulture can improve your business
NGIA Business Planning Workshop Factsheet
NGIA Costing for Profit Workshop Factsheet
Notes from 2007 Logistics Meetings
Nursery Management Systems
NY06015_complete Nursery Industry Business Skills
Development
PTL Trolleys
Strategy of UK producers of ornamental crops
The supplier's best weapon
B2B E-Commerce Awareness Workshop -for the Greenlife
Industry
HTA Garden Industry Monitor
Moving Plants Without Losing Profits
NIASA Best Practice Guidelines 3rd Edition
NSW NGIA Logistics Survey of Members
NY04010_complete National, state and IDO structures
NY05025 Building B2B e-commerce awareness and
competence in the Greenlife industry
NY06019 Industry training & recognition
Supply chain rules

Year Author

Description

Topic

2008 Kneebone

Report

Market Analysis

2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

Report
Press Release
Leaflet/Website
Report
Leaflet/Website
Report
Article
Leaflet/Website
Leaflet/Website
Notes
Website

Market Analysis
Trolleys
Software
Ecommerce
Ecommerce
Benchmarking
Business Training
Business Training
Business Training
Planning
Software

2008 NGIA

Report

Business Training

2008 NGIA NZ
2008 HTA UK
2008 Kossoff

Leaflet/Website Trolleys
Report
Planning
Article
Supply Chain

2007 Thawley

Presentation

Ecommerce

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

Report
Online article
Manual
summary
Report

Market Analysis
Transport
Business Training
Planning
Industry Structure

2007 Thawley

Report

Ecommerce

2007 NGIA
2007 Kossoff

Report
Article

Business Training
Supply Chain

Kneebone
CaptureTech
Descartes
Molla, Peszynski
HTA UK
Hassalls Associates
Fisher
NGIA
NGIA
NGIA
NMS

HTA UK
Tambascio
NGIA
NGIA NSW
Dobbin

Title
UK Ornamental Horticulture - Supply Chain Management
NGIA National Skills Survey summary report
Nursery and Garden Industry Strategic Plan 2006-8
Nursery and Garden Industry Strategic Plan 2006-8
NY04005 Business Management Needs in the Nursery and
Garden Industry
NY04016_complete National training implementation
Reducing the labour costs of potting
TAFE Futures- working towards a principled future
The Loading And Unloading Problem
Training Plan 2006 and Beyond
UK Horticultural Production Industry and its Future over the
Next 10-20 Years
Material handling
NY03010 Australian Garden Market Monitor 2001 - 2004
NY03046 HACCP based risk management plan

Year
2007
2006
2006
2006

Author
ADAS UK
NGIA
NGIA
NGIA

Description
Report
Report
Leaflet/Website
Nursery Paper

Topic
Supply Chain
Business Training
Planning
Planning

2006 Colley

Report

Business Training

2006
2006
2006
2006
2006

Report
Article
Report
Online article
Plan

Business Training
Ecommerce
Business Training
Transport
Business Training

2006 NHF

Report

Industry Structure

2005 Davis
2005 Kneebone

Article
Report

2005 Rogers, Bagshaw

Report
Article

Mechanisation
Market Analysis
Business Training –
Systems
Postharvest

Paper

Business Training

NGIA
Rodda
Kell
Higham
NGIA

Shipping savvy
2005 Nell, Leonard
Fulfilling Customers Needs: What Retail Nurseries Require from
2004 Batt, Miller
Wholesale Plant Suppliers
Keeping track

2004 Gabella

Article

NY03011 Nursery and Garden Industry segmentation study
On board with RFID
Product moving and shipping
Quantifying the Return on Investment from HAL Supported
R&D Projects: Detailed TBL Evaluation of HAL Projects
Software assists producers
The cost of plant nursery dispatch

2004 Brownlee
2004 Henne Drotleff
2004 Rodda

Report
Article
Article

Software –
Tracking
Market Analysis
Ecommerce
Mechanisation

2004 AEC Group

Report

Benchmarking

2004 Moody
2004 Radajewski, Bodman

Article
DPI&F Note.

Software
Despatch

Title
Creative control
Improving efficiencies within the nursery industry
LDG (Landscape Distribution Group) Operating Cost Report
Nursery and Garden Industry Size and Structure
NY02007 Reviewing the nursery and garden industry
communication plan
NY02027 Facilitating new opportunities and improved
understanding of global trends for the Australian Nursery and
Garden industry
NY02038 USA nursery learning tour
Plants on the move
WNGA (Wholesale Nursery Growers) Cost of Doing Business
Report
Advanced technology boosts productivity at Boomaroo
In shipshape
Loading docks speed shipping

Year
2003
2003
2003
2003

Author
Calkins
Sage, Wolfe, Stephens
ANLA USA
Kneebone

Description
Article
Nursery Paper
Report
Report

Topic
Packaging
Business Training
Benchmarking
Industry Structure

2003 LaBash-Lewis

Report

Planning

2003 Stephens

Report

Benchmarking

2003 Stephens
2003 Rodda

Report
Article

Benchmarking
Mechanisation

2003 ANLA USA

Report

Benchmarking

2002 Thomas
2002 Morgan
2002 Bartok

Article
Article
Article

On the go

2002 Davis

Article

Quality seedlings with a systems approach

2002 Biggs

Article

Integrated trolley system finally off the ground

2001 Lake

Article

Knowing your business costs

2001 Stephens

Nursery Paper

NY00017 Nursery industry information needs study
NY98031Optimum work methods in the nursery potting
process
NY99037 Development of the Australian Nursery Industru into
the 21st century
NY99038 Nursery supply chain improvement program

2001 Dignam
Radajewski, Brown,
2001
Franklin

Report

Mechanisation
Transport
Despatch
Business Training Systems
Business Training Systems
Trolleys
Business Training Costing
Business Training

Report

Productio

2001 Cook

Report

Industry Structure

2001 Kneebone

Report

Supply Chain

Title
NY99048 Study tour of North American production nurseries
Tackling container handling
Transport a priority for the supply chain
Understanding distribution channels and product categories
HDC (Horticultural Distribution Centers) Profit Report
NY97014 - Financial performance benchmarking for retail
and wholesale nurseries throughout Australia
NY99042 Nursery Computer Software evaluation
Pots on Track
Reducing the labour costs of potting
Robots take on nursery duties
The green industry's gradual move to automation
International inter-firm comparisons yield interesting results
NY97047 Nursery industry supply chain analysis
Financial benchmarking provides real life indicators for
business improvement
Garden centres benchmark financial performance
Benchmark study highlights labour and management
shortfalls
Increasing efficiency in nursery dispatch
Nursery dispatch systems that save time & money
NY128 Identifying opportunities for the improvement of
materials handling and production efficiency (includes
directory of mechanisation equipment)
NY403 Nursery mechanisation for increased profit
Saving pots of money in dispatch

Year
2001
2001
2001
2001
2000

Author
Gordon
Landicho
Kneebone
Stephens, Kneebone
ANLA USA

Description
Report
Article
Article
Nursery Paper
Report

Topic
Benchmarking
Mechanisation
Supply Chain
Business Training
Benchmarking

2000 Brown

Report

Benchmarking

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1999
1999

Report
Article
Nursery Paper
Article
Article
Nursery Paper
Report

Software
Mechanisation
Productio
Mechanisation
Mechanisation
Benchmarking
Supply Chain

1998 NGIA

Nursery Paper

Benchmarking

1998 NGIA

Nursery Paper

Benchmarking

1997 NGIA

Nursery Paper

Benchmarking

1997 Radajewski, Brown
W. Radajewski, D.
1997 Brown, K. Bodman, P.
Hoeks

Nursery Paper

Despatch

Report

Despatch

1997 radajewski

Report

Mechanisation

1997 Radajewski, D. Gaydon
1997 Brown

Report
Article

Despatch
Despatch

McSweeney, Bailey
Cooke
Radajewski, Brown
Grey
Hughes
NGIA
Kneebone

Title
Successful plant nursery production- a guide for new and
established operators
Plants face the heat on the way to market
Savings in nursery despatch
Plant trolley system up and running
Business Insights into Horticultural Distribution Centers
Suppliers of nursery mechanisation equipment (included in
NY128)
Nursery mechanisation: ideas for improving efficiency
Recommended Australian nursery industry standard trolley
size
Trolleys the secret of increased efficiency
The role of temperature in maintaining plant quality during
interstate road transport - Final report
Improving profitability in the nursery industry
AGCAS Manual Guidelines for excellence in retailing for
garden centres
Garden Center Self Improvement Guide
Nursery dispatch systems- a breakthrough in plant nursery
management
Strategies for reducing garden centre costs (Part 2)

Year Author

Description

Topic

1997 Moody

Book

Productio

1996 Jacobi, Wong
Radajewski, Gaydon,
1996
Bodman
1995 Lake
1994 ANLA USA

Nursery Paper

Postharvest

Nursery Paper

Despatch

Article
Report

Trolleys
Benchmarking

1994 QDPI

Book

Mechanisation

1993 QDPI

Video

Mechanisation

1993 Anon

Article

Trolleys

1993 Gaydon, Radajewski

Article

Trolleys

1992 Jacobi, Wong

Report

Postharvest

1991 NGIQ

Report

Business Training

NGIA

Manual

Business Training

ANLA USA

Manual

Benchmarking

QDPI

Video

Despatch

Fabian

Article

Business Training Costing
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In order to develop recommendations to NGIA on how to act on the identified
priorities, the following has been taken into account.
Many of the issues described, and the options discussed, are very similar to those
reported in earlier studies up to ten years ago. Although the consultants suggest that
there are significant gaps in the information available to industry, much of the
necessary information, together with approaches for improved coordination and
innovation has been available for ten years or more. Therefore it is important to try to
understand the reasons for the apparent failure by industry to make the necessary
changes.
A number of approaches dominate the change management literature, with one of
the earliest being Lewin’s three stage approach14. The first "unfreezing" stage involves
breaking down the existing "mindset to overcome inertia. The second stage is where
change occurs and this inevitably involves some discomfort for the participants. The
final refreezing stage consolidates the changes and re-establishes comfort levels.
There has been controversy over whether this step by step approach is relevant in
many modern contexts of constant, universal change. However, as an industry that is
not exposed to global competitiveness issues, it could be argued that the exposure
of the nursery industry to change is relatively low and an “orderly” change process
could be attempted.
A deeper analysis of Lewin’s initial, “unfreezing”, stage is Gleicher and Becker’s
“Formula for Change”15. This suggests that the product of three factors Dissatisfaction with how things are now (D); Vision of what is possible (V); and First,
concrete steps that can be taken towards the vision (F) – must be greater than the
Resistance to change (R), that is if D x V x F > R, then change can occur. If any one
of these factors is small, then the resulting product will be too small to overcome
resistance. In terms of the issue of logistics and supply chain, the levels of
dissatisfaction in the industry were certainly high enough to lead to the
commissioning of this project. Also, there are some concrete steps that have been
identified and prioritized. However, there has been a lack of overarching vision of

14
15

Lewin, K. (1951). Field theory in social science. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press. ISBN 0226476502.
Beckhard, R 1969 Organization Development: Strategies and Models, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA.

what may be possible through improved supply chain management. This vision
needs to be developed and adopted throughout the leadership of the organisation,
at state and national levels, in order to overcome resistance to change.
The “Formula for Change” approach is taken further in models such as ADKAR, from
the Prosci change management research and training organisation16. Prosci list the
elements of the ADKAR Model as:
1

Awareness – of why the change is needed

2

Desire – to support and participate in the change

3

Knowledge – of how to change

4

Ability – to implement new skills and behaviors

5

Reinforcement – to sustain the change

This suggests that a properly planned and resourced approach should be
developed in order to be successful in change management. The elements of
ADKAR involve a great deal more than having information available, but extend to
effective communication, in order to build awareness (of the problem and the
possibility of a solution) and desire for change, training, in order to build knowledge
and ability and follow-up, to sustain the change. A strategic commitment would
need to be made by the industry in order to ensure high-level, consistent leadership
and adequate resources were applied.
This leads to a fundamental issue regarding change management in the nursery
industry: The industry is composed of hundreds of separate and very different entities,
each with different sets of resources, skills, business goals and priorities, independent
from each other and from NGI. This raises a question regarding the role of an industry
organisation such as NGI, (whether at state or national level), in implementing a
change process down to the level of individual businesses, where NGI may have
influence, but no control.

16

http://www.change-management.com/aboutprosci.htm

However, NGI is in a position of control over its own business. Therefore, the
approach suggested in the action plan is for NGI to review its own “supply chain” for
information and programs in order to optimize channels for an industry-wide
program. This would identify strengths and weaknesses and design a change
management program to address priority areas. This would also act as a training
program for staff to understand change management issues, with some developing
the skills needed to assist nursery industry members.
During this process, a rigorous communication, training and follow-up plan would be
developed to inform the roll-out of a change management program at industry
level. This would require segmentation of the “market” to differentiate between, at its
simplest, “leading edge” enterprises, well-developed enterprises and underdeveloped enterprises. (Given the diversity of the industry, a more sophisticated
approach would be required, in order to determine the best use of scarce
communication and training resources and equitable access for all levy payers). This
is described further in the proposed Action Plan.
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The following analysis is presented as a supplement to the project report, as it may
be of interest to some readers. It uses the established Kneebone17/Collins18
framework, amended as required. This approach is designed to provide a qualitative
and quantitative review of all aspects of a supply chain, as follows:
1.

Physical Logistics

2.

Information flow and visibility

3.

Customer and consumer understanding

4.

Value added and acknowledged

5.

Relationship Management

6.

Use of Technology

This framework has proven effective in drawing out the complexities of fresh produce
supply chains and is also applicable to the supply chains for Greenlife. However, it
should be noted that, in the case of Greenlife, there is a severe lack of reliable data
on operational activity. This has hampered quantitative analysis.
It is possible that the framework may be useful in the future, if more reliable cost data
becomes available. This approach may also be of value in determining performance
benchmarks.

17
18

Kneebone, M. (2002) Cost structures in the supply chain for citrus fruits, Horticulture Australia Project CT02035, www.horticulture.com.au

Collins, R. 2004 Whole-of-Supply-Chain Quality Management: An Emerging Perspective for Postharvest Science Proc.APEC Symposium 2004 Quality
Management in Postharvest Systems, Bangkok, Thailand: 15-18

1) Physical logistics
a) Identify the physical flow, response times and inventories between the supply
chain sector members
Physical flow: refer to flowcharts and discuss utility of trolleys/cages etc
Response times:
Independent retail – typically orders placed on Monday, deliveries received by
Thursday
Retail multiples – as per independent retail, but in some instances next-day delivery is
standard, allowing for mid-week restocks
Landscape – typically next day delivery
Inventories:
Large variation in “shelf life” at retail between products ranging from seedlings and
potted colour to advanced trees and shrubs.
Some retailers exhibit tight inventory management with targets for stock-turns, but this
appears to be an exception in this industry. Some country retailers appear to expect
weekly deliveries of long shelf-life stock, when it would be more cost-effective to
carry larger inventory.
Retail multiples were typically viewed as carrying a limited range of high-turnover,
popular lines. However, the range carried has expanded greatly and in some cases
inventory is being managed by merchandising operations.
Overall, there is little evidence of the use of historical sales records or real-time scan
data to manage inventory and restocking.
b) Assess the consistency of the chain and QA systems in use
Supply chains: refer to flow charts. The general steps illustrated by the flow charts are
fairly standard, although there is a lot of variation in the detail of operations between
different firms. One of the major frustrations for some retailers has been the
inconsistency between delivery arrangements from different producers – some on

trolleys, some not, some labelled, some not, some delivered FIS, some with extra
transport charges. These frustrations are echoed at producer level where some
complain of inconsistency between the requirements of different transport
companies in terms of pick up arrangements and formulae for assessing rates. The
transport sector in turn uses a wide range of different trolley and cage configurations
and struggles to manage sub-optimal order sizes and delays caused by inefficient
order preparation practices of retailers and producers.
QA Systems: The industry, through its associations, has been active for many years in
promoting quality systems through the NIASA scheme. However it is understood that
the programs in place do not extend to documenting practices related to supply
chain management, such as logistics, inventory management, product descriptions
and so on.
Recommendation: That NGIA develops a module to enable participants to assess
and improve competence in supply chain management, to be integrated with other
nursery management tools such as OHS and Biosecurity.
c) Determine the existence and use of effective product grade standards.
As QA above. It is understood that the enormous range of Greenlife handled in
terms of plant variety, size, growth stage, vigour and density makes the development
of product grade standards a challenge. Therefore, the transaction between the
grower and his/her retailer or landscaper customer is dynamic, often dependent on
reports from the field to determine whether the available stock meets the customer’s
needs and/or to negotiate regarding potential substitution of alternative lines. There
is a lack of hard data on the cost of this transaction process, or on the cost incurred
due to misunderstandings regarding product grade standards. However, the
behaviour of the marketplace in driving the consolidation of nursery enterprises
speaks for itself.
d) Determine the level and value of product returns or credits between supply
chain sector members.
No data available. It appears to be common for orders to be over or under-supplied
and for delivery notes and invoices to vary from what was actually delivered.

Therefore standard industry practice is to check each delivery for quantity and
quality.
e) Identify the common causes of product waste and shrinkage at each
handling step.
Production: The first cause of product waste is growing a product that the customer
does not want to buy. The nursery industry invests in market research and in regular
conferences that promote interaction between the production and retail sectors.
However, a fully integrated approach linking production through to the retail
customer is rare in the industry.
In terms of post-production waste, most of the growers interviewed claimed very low
rates of “visible” waste or shrinkage. In some cases, it is likely that these losses are
overwhelmed by “invisible” losses due to factors such as double-handling.
Transport: Plants are susceptible to breakage, rubbing and crushing as well as lack of
soil moisture and light and extremes of temperature. For these reasons, growers have
tended to rely on their own transport or on specialised plant transport companies.
Such carriers also develop systems such as various shelving configurations, cages or
trolleys in order to optimise payloads, given the wide variation in plant types and
sizes. There appears to be minimal problems with wastage due to damage in
transport.
Retail: Little data was available on rates of shrinkage at retail, after delivery and
display. This appears to be primarily a factor of the quality of merchandising support
either by retail staff or by external merchandisers. However, more sophisticated stock
control software systems may provide earlier warnings of unexpectedly slow-moving
stock that might be at increased risk of damage.
f) Options for Improvement.
(i)

Trolley/cage management system a la Chep/Loscom

(ii)

Reduce steps in flow charts eg Optimise handling in production nurseries re
order picking etc

(iii)

Data on activity costs

(iv)

Clarity and transparency over delivery arrangements

(v)

Increased minimum order sizes

(vi)

Sales and stock analysis at retail to improve forecasting and minimise
deliveries

2) Information flow and visibility
a) Determine information accuracy & frequency. (Using a scale of Low, Medium,
High
Supply & demand
Competitive intelligence
Strategic & Tactical
Real time vs Historic
Data vs analysis/value adding
By channel and category (up to industry-wide)
Customer needs vs consumer needs
Overall, the nursery and garden industry relies on the Garden Market Monitor report,
published by NGIA in December and June. This appears to be popular in the
industry, providing best available statistics and trends, as well as a strategic overview.
NGIA also produces Nursery Papers on various aspects of marketing.
b) Rate the information relevance and adequacy
It is not clear to what extent individual enterprises respond to these insights or
whether any such response is facilitated by further analysis or critiquing at a state or
regional level. This should be investigated further, both in order to assess the reliability
of the data and inferences presented and as a means to identify areas where a
whole-of-industry response, through the national association, is warranted.
c) Identify the extent of information sharing, including the proportion shared in an
electronic form

Compared to other, non-nursery sectors, information sharing in the industry is at a
minimum. For example, most growers fax stock lists to their customers prior to the
Monday restocking process. Retailers then respond by placing orders. These depend
on stock still being available. Telephone negotiation may be required in order to
ascertain exact stock numbers or quality. There appears to be ample scope to
adopt electronic methods to streamline this transaction process, particularly given
the typically low order value.
d) Determine how informed are the supply chain sector members on their
customer’s needs
Producers supplying the landscaping sector seem to have a very good idea as to
their customers needs, since they are closely involved in assembling what may be a
diverse range of stock and delivering the order on site.
It is not clear that this close linkage exists as strongly in the independent retail sector,
where each retailer is dealing with many producers. This makes it more difficult for
the producer to develop a close understanding of their customer’s needs.
With retail multiples, the move towards suppliers and/or category managers
providing merchandising services will ensure that the customer’s needs are well
understood.
e) Determine how informed are the supply chain sector members as to their
understanding of the needs of the end consumers
Refer to comments about Garden Market Monitor.
f) Determine how well the understanding of customer and consumer needs, is
reflected in the way each member of the supply chain performs.
Overall, there appears to be considerable room for improvement in the
understanding each member of the supply chain has for the other members of the
chain. A key factor in optimising supply chains is for each party to have a good
understanding of the other parties’ business, to use this common understanding to
agree principles for doing business and then to stick to those principles.

For example, late placement of orders by retailers can result in late preparation of
orders and delivery to transport depots, resulting in late despatch and late arrival
and, potentially, lost sales.
g) Determine how well each supply chain member understands the way that
pricing is determined
A very strong message from industry members and association personnel is that
pricing is poorly understood by the bulk of producers. It is apparently common for
prices to have remained stable for many years, while many costs have increased.
This means that many enterprises are failing to make a return on capital or to reinvest in their business. However, there are also a number of enterprises that have
invested in infrastructure to gain efficiencies and also focus on differentiating their
product offering. These have generally been able to maintain profitable pricing
levels, in spite of the overall industry downturn of recent years.
h) Identify implications for improving the information flow.
(i)

Engagement with industry members regarding market conditions and
trends (face to face as well as using Web-based methods)

(ii)

Improved understanding of the critical steps in the supply chain

(iii)

Improved contracts/terms of trade that reflect critical service levels

3) Customer & Consumer Understanding
This section is for specific products, rather than a general overview, such as this, so
has not been addressed.
a) Define the dimensions of the product marketing positioning. The positioning is
the way the marketing campaign is seeking to have the consumer think of the
product.
b) Quantify the resources devoted to positioning and promotional activity and
profile timing of the expenditure and execution against the seasonal flow of
the crop
c) Profile the consumer experience with the crop and the sum impact on repeat
purchase patterns and their impact on market growth product consumption.

d) Identify implications for improving the alignment between product promise &
delivery.
4) Value added and acknowledged
a) Select a time period that is a valid reflection of industry current situation.
b) Identify and map the sector members in each supply chain from input supplier
to grower through to consumer.
c) Define the value that is added at each step and the margin that is taken on
average returns for the period. Measuring value in comparable units.
d) Identify the value added for the income earned.
e) Define the concentrations of buying and selling power amongst supply chain
members.
f) Identify implications for where value is added.
eg
Input supplier

Grower

Transporter

Provides goods

Acquires and

Moves product in

and services to

manages inputs

controlled

enable

and grows

conditions

Merchandiser/

Retailer

Broker

production

product

Distributes
Price negotiation

product to end
consumers

Marketing
QA

QA

QA

Value added:

Cost/ margin:

5) Relationship Management
This section is designed for analysis of specific supply chains, rather than a general
overview. However, some general comments can be made on the basis of
observations made and information received by the consultants.

With some notable exceptions, investing in relationship management does not
appear to be a high priority in the industry. The industry gives the impression from the
outside of a collegiate or “family” culture. The consultants experience has certainly
been of people who are friendly, open and passionate about their occupation.
However, in terms of business relationships, the consultants have heard many stories
that indicate gross lack of consideration for the needs of other parties in the supply
chain, including late ordering and order changes, unrealistic delivery arrangements,
variation of delivery from invoice, transparency of transport pricing, unauthorised use
of trolleys for display and slow payment. In some cases, these practices are
reinforced by the industry culture of “helping out”; when in fact they could and
should be fixed by sound terms of trade and businesslike behaviour (in the same vein
as “good fences make good neighbours”).
a) Determine the level of awareness among supply sector members that
managing relationships is a business task
b) Determine the level of structured approach and the existence of business
processes.
c) Determine the allocation of resources by each sector supply chain member to
the tasks of managing relationships.
d) Identify the personnel within each supply chain sector member that are
involved in managing relationships.
e) Identify implications for improving performance of managing relationships.
6)

Use of Technology
a) Identify the level of paper v's e-commerce transactions and communications

Very little use of e-commerce transactions in the industry. Research and some
training was undertaken in this area in recent years, but uptake has been minimal.
b) Identify the scope for IT systems to improve supply chain operations including
capturing trading information.
The ecommerce study detailed the scope for IT systems to deliver benefits to the
industry – this potential was also raised in the Kneebone study ten years ago.

Therefore it appears that the likelihood of adoption being driven from within the
industry is limited by structural issues, including fragmentation. However, it appears
highly likely that more sophisticated use of IT systems will be driven by the large
multiples in due course.
A separate opportunity for ecommerce that has been missed to date is the
electronic tracking of trolleys and cages. This has been one of the major factors
leading to the failure to establish a uniform and cohesive returnable trolley system. It
has now been introduced by at least one transport specialist for their latest batch of
trolleys.
c) Identify scope for use of other innovations such as new or enhanced products,
treatments, packaging, markets etc
The nursery and garden industry is sometimes described as being linked to the
fashion and style sectors. Therefore it has good opportunities to continually revitalise
the sector with new plant species, garden styles and colour schemes. Issues such as
climate change, the environment and water use also provide opportunities for
combined technical and marketing responses. This technology is commercially
driven by firms who breed, select or import new plant products, as well as being
technically driven by plant scientists and industry experts. However, instances of
introductions such as the Flower Carpet Roses or Wollemi Pine that are wellcoordinated and professionally marketed are relatively rare. This is mentioned in the
supply chain context because such campaigns require high standards of supply
chain management and reliability, as well as supporting technology such as
electronic systems for inventory management.
d) Identify implications for improving the use of technology performance
There are significant opportunities for the industry from the use of ecommerce to
better manage supply chains and, as a result, better manage individual businesses.

